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One SU student works
to offer help and hope/
to her home country.
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Sophomore doubles
"N as part-time student
II and rap music mogul.
A & E, 12

LePiane vs. Kennedy:
Columnist confronts
senator on child care costs.
Opinion, 14

University apts. Sundborg ready to lead SU
on the way
teri Anderson

Executive Editor

Stephen
Father
SJ,
is literally
Sundborg,
just a hop, skip and jump
away from Seattle
University's presidency.
The 55-year-old Jesuit
arrived on campus last
week and willtakeoverthe
presidencysometime after
graduation.
In the meantime, he is

Law school, apartments
scheduled to be completed
by fall of 1999
NICOLE KIDDER
Staffßeporter
With Seattle University's recent purchase ofthe new lawschool thatis
expected to beopenedby 1999, many changes arelayinginitswake. Along
withnew buildings for the school,committees haveformed todeterminethe
best way to use campus space for a new 600-space parking garage and
apartment buildingto house 300 students.
Co-chairs of the Building Committee, Judy Sharpe and Jerry Pederson,
hosted a discussion groupTuesdaynight inBellarmine's1891Room tofind
out whatthestudents at SU really want inan apartment complex and toget
feedback on theideas and decisions that they had alreadymade.
With almost 30 students showing up to participate in the conversation,
spirits were high. The question on everyone's mind was, "Are we really
going to have an apartmentcomplex on campus for upperclassmen?"
Enthusiastically, the adults began the eveningby talking about theshort
historyoftheproject. Thoughtheplanninghas justbegun,greatprogresshas
beenmadedue toatightdeadline,the summerof 1999,and thenecessity for
a large student parking garage to house SU's quickly growing commuter
population.
After debating for awhilebetweenCampion'sparkinglot and theChapel
parking lot, the committee finally decided to put the parking garage in
Campion's for one solidreason. They envision the south part of campus
becoming a "livingcenter," where CampionTower,BellarmineHall, the
new apartmentcomplex and thefuture University Center willall benestled
in acorner ofcampus. The committee hasnot yet figured out a waytomake
Xavicr Hallresidents feel includedin this area.
The new apartmentcomplex is beingbuiltbyNBBJ andLongAssociates
developers, private companies that received private loans to build the
apartments,and whowillalsohavetheleasingrights forthe next25-30 years.
With thedecision to build the new law school andUniversity Center, all the
money thatis allocated to new projects such as theapartment complex and
parking garage willbeusedup.
"Some ofthe other projects we are working on take first priority," said
Sharpe, director of residential life.
"Like the law school, for instance,
wehave tohave it built andhave the
program ready to begin by fall of
1999 or it will not be considered an

..

keeping close to acting
President John Eshelman.
He has decided to do this
not onlybyshadowing Eshelman,but bymovinginto
an office just steps away
fromhim.
"Dr.Eshelmanhasbeen
reallypersonable ina very
kind way," he said. "Ire-

allyappreciatehimincluding me.Icouldnot ask for
someonemoregracious."
Fr. Sundborg, who will

eventually replace Father

Ryan

Nishio / Photo Editor

community in late No-

Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ, hands Father Phillip Boroughs, SJ, the eucharist vember throughaseries of
duringmasslast week. Fr.Sundborg willbecome SeattleUniversity'spresident this
forums. However,
public

summer.

cold weather and dangerous driving conditions kept many

Car theft, prowls escalate

accredited school."
But, even though a private company with have the rights, all SU
rules and regulations for the residence halls will apply in the apartments. No cohabitation will be allowed andnoalcohol or drugs willbe
permitted. In addition,there will be
three to four resident assistants assigned to live in the complex and
security guards willpatrol thecorridors at night. So, thoughone maybe
rid of actually sharing a dormroom
witharoommate,campus apartment
residents must still abide by university policies.
"This is still going to be Seattle
University's propertyand we would
never condone these types ofbehavsee Construction on page 6

William Sullivan, SJ, as
president,wasnamedSU's
21st president in mid
December.
He was chosen from a
field of approximately 40
Jesuits recommended for
thejoblast summer. While
most ofthe search wasprivate,Fr.Sundborgdid have
a chance to publicly visit
and meet the campus

Katie McCarthy

StaffReporter

Seattle Universitystudents are being warned
to lock their cars and keepany importantitems
out ofplain view or theymight findanunpleasant surprise when they return.

During the month of April, university
commuters have fallen victim to a recent
splurge of autoprowls andone auto theft in the
Broadway parking garage on campus.
The automobiles, all belonging to SU employees, were abruptlyentered on April 22. The
crime spree lasted from approximately 4 p.m.
to 9:20 p.m that Tuesday.
Soon after these intrusions were reported to
Safety and Security, another car prowl was
reported on the April 25 for an incident that
occurred a day before, on April 21, a day

before thenumerous car prowls and auto theft.
"Only small items, little things that they can
take off with like sunglasses were stolen from
the cars," saidAssistant Managerof Safety and
SecurityCraig Birklid.
Safety and Security defines an autoprowl as
a forced entry into an automobile where only
small items are taken from the car. An auto
theft is when the intruder decides to take off
with the actual vehicle.
Birklid added that the department is very
concerned about the auto theft. He said that it
is very rare to haveacarstolenhere on campus.
According to Birklid, the majority of auto
prowls are reportedduring the winter months.
He said there were about eight prowls, one
attempt and two auto strips, reported during

See Cars on page 3

from attending.
Since arriving on campus last
week,he has spent muchof his time

familiarizing himself with the
campus community by attending
campus functions, touringbuildings
and meetingand greeting people.
"Oneof the first things Idid was
have someone take me on a tour of
thecampus facilities," Fr.Sundborg
said."There wasso much to see and
do that weonly got halfway."
Additionally, he has spent time
with Father Sullivan meeting the
leaders of the Seattle community,
including the chair of Boeing and
University of Washington's
president.
"I'm anunknown," hesaid."It'sa
wayfor him tointroduceme and for

them to get to knowme."
As timegoes on,hedoubts that he
see Sundborg on page 2
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Survivors gather to heal
Am Yanagisawa
StaffReporter

Kinsey Gallery exhibits student art

The KinseyGallery is exhibitingselected works fromFragments
through May 23. Fragments is a literary and visual arts magazine
produced annually by Seattle University's College of Arts and
Sciences, and includes works by students, faculty,and staff.
Theshow opensTuesday,May 6, withreadingsby featured authors
from4 p.m. to 5 p.m. anda receptionin the gallery from 5 p.m. to 6
p.m.
For more information,call 296-5360.
Celebrate 400 years ofopera
TheSeattle OperaandFriendsof the SeattleUniversityCollege of
ArtsandSciences present the last twoinstallments of "1597-1997:
Opera as a Lens for 400 years of Cultural Change in European
Civilizations,"aseminar series with the opera's education director,
PerryLorenzo.
The series traces four centuries of change in religious, philosophical,political, ethical and sexualideasreflected inthe world's
greatest music. Each two-hour class convenes at 7 p.m. in the
Wyckoff Auditorium on campus andfeatures recordings,handouts,
and discussion.
For more informationcalltheCollegeofArtsandSciences at 296-5300

and Lutheran churches were well
represented in this way," said

marcher Roni Schroder.
The march began at the new
More than 300 people marched
in silence on Sunday from Seattle Chapel of Saint Ignatius, where a
UniversityandO'DeaHighSchool city councilman Richard Mclver
to St.James Cathedral in memory recited a proclamation describing
of six millionvictims of theHolo- an ideal world where "no crimes
against humanity exist. .regardcaust.
Red and white banners led the less ofone's religion,gender,age,
march, all of them designed by or sexuality."
children of Seattle's Jewish and
After marching fromthe chapel
Christianschools to rememberthe up the Madison street guarded by
tragedy of the early '40s and to the SeattlePolice,the participants
depict their hope for a peaceful joinedabout ahundredmorepeople
at the cathedral for the sixth anworld.
Participants included students nual Holocaust memorial service
fromSeattleUniversityandO'Dea where students and children filled
High School,members of Ameri- the silent cathedral with readings
can Jewish Committee, churches, from scriptures, chorus anda drama
andmany other congregational or- about the Naziexecution.
"Bothof my grandparents' famiganizations of the city.
"Although Iexpected a little lies were wiped out inRussia and
more participants on a nice day Poland, and Ihave relatives who
like this,I
was happy thatCatholic actually experienced the Holo-

.

caust,"saidNancyVineber,an ex-

ecutive director of the American
JewishCommittee whohelpedcoordinatethemarch. "Most Jewish
are affected by the Holocaust in
some type of way."
One of the highlights of the service came when children lighted
six candles in memory of the six
million.
"As we light these candles, we
commitourselves to the responsibility for one another, to build on
thisearth a world thathas no room
for hatred, no place for violence,"
said Barry Katz, a member of
Temple B'nai Torah.
The city heldfive memorial services in the past at different
churches.
The memorial march will also
be added to the service starting
this year as part of the annual memorial Holocaust service onMay
4, the national memorial day.

Fishing for answers
Threel

Workshop onmaintaining ecologicalintegrity in Washington

goldfi sh
swim in the

What is the knowledge baseon biodiversity in Washington state,
andhowcan weusethisemerginginformation toset more effective
conservation
' priorities? TheSierra BiodiversityInstituteand Seattle
University sEcological StudiesProgramare sponsoring a workshop
Saturday,May 10,in the PigottBuilding,Room 103, on the Seattle
University campus to answer this question and others.
The workshop will gatherkey individuals from public andprivate
organizations with knowledge essential to identifying,conserving,
and managing biodiversity in Washington state. Participants will
engage indiscussions of the role that landscape-levelconservation
prioritization canplay in conservation efforts around the state.
Registrationbegins at 8:30 a.m. Cost for the workshopis $15 in
advance or $20at thedoor.The workshopruns from9a.m. to5 p.m.
Formore information,call 938-7873.

reflection

pond
outside the
Chapel of
St.Ignatius.
The fish
appearedin
the pond
several
weeks ago
after the
chapel was
opened to
the public.

New lecture seriesinaugurated

SusanRoss,associateprolessor of theology at Loyola University
of Chicago, will present the inauguralAnnC HaraGraffMemoris
Lecture inTheologyThursday,May8, from 3:30 p.m. tosp.m.in the
Wyckoff Auditorium.
Ross isa former member of the Catholic Theological Society of
America BoardofDirectors and has writtennumerous article;
books in the area of theology. She is a widely respeel d Roman
Catholic theologian.
The AnnO'HaraGraffMemorialLecturein Theology wascreated
to honor thelate Ann O'HaraGraff,assistantprofessor of theology
andreligious studies,and jiationallyrespected theologian.
public.For mor formation
This event is free and open
Graff
Memorial
Lectures :
aboutthe AnnO'Hara
Theology and Religious Studies Department i
HelpDesk extendshours for Spring(
Beginning this quarter the HelpDesk, whi i provides technical
support for computer users, willextendits hours to 8a.m.-8:30p.m.
MondaytoFriday. Bothwalk-inandphone supportwillbeavailable

from5-8 p.m.

Scholarshipopportunity
■

College students whoare U.S. citizens andhave aß+ grade pom
average are eligible for a $1,000 college scholarship. Thirty-five
scholarships will be awarded nationwide, A student's academic
performance,involvementinextracurricularactivities and financial
need willalsobe considered.
For more information, contact the Educational Communications
ScholarshipFoundationat721NorthMcKinley Road,POBox 5012,
LakeForest,1L 60045-5012.
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Sundborg: shadowingEshelman before
becoming president
theaffairs ofallof the Jesuitsin the
Pacific Northwest region. Before
willhave asmuch time just toattend that, heserved asSU'sJesuitRecfunctions.However.heisenjoyingit torand was alsoa philosophy professor.
initially.
"It's amazinghowmuchit's (the
"It is anenormous job," thenew
campus)
changed," Fr. Sundborg
presidentadded."Youwonderifyou
said
as
he
spoke about the size of
are capable ofit.I
need todo itand
and the addition of
campus
get into it my own way.The moreI the
thingssuchas theCollegiums. "It's
do, the less I
worry."
Aside from coming to campus exciting. I've always asked what
early, theJesuit also spent time vis- wecando."
As timeprogresses,Fr.Sundborg
iting Santa Clara University and
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
LoyolaMarymountUniversitytosee expects todevelop more goals for
However,
thing
university.
the
one
their
presidents
StephenSundborg,
how theirJesuit
ran
Father
SJ
that reallymatterstohimismaking
schools.
In addition to the student center,
"Eachuniversity is different inits sure that the University Center gets
structure,"headded."Ithink I
learned built sometimeduringhis presiden- he also wants to develop a "good
rapport" withstudents.
tial tenure.
quite a bit."
"Building an excellent student
"I'm looking forward to taking
Prior to the presidency, Fr.
needed,"
hesaid. office.I'veknown since themiddle
Sundborgservedas the JesuitProv- centeris verymuch
can
to
everything
I make to ofDecember,"Fr. Sundborgadded.
incial oftheOregonProvince,where "Iwilldo
"I'meager to get into the job."
hewatched over andhelpedmanage it happen."

From page1
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Cinco de Mayo fiesta celebrates Mexican culture
Pifiatas, mariachi band help bring spirit ofMexico to Seattle
NICOLE KIDDER
Staffßeporter
" Hosting its second

annual

Cinco de Mayo celebration in
the Campion Ballroom Saturday
night,
MEChA
(Moviemiento

Estudi a n t iI
Chicano Aztlan)
providedan enter-

salad and flavored water.
After dinner came the dancing. Started by the older Hispanic generation,many of the
college students soon joined in
on the fun. The father of
MEChA's president, Amalia
Maestas and founder of
the Hispanic Community Outreach
Center ElCentro

she is too young, the performer
tried to imitate the older role
models, copying the way they
move their bodies and dresses
to

the music.

The third set Guelagaetzaperformed was traditional Mexican fan dance. The grand finale was performed by the four
oldest girls,

de la Raza,
even joined

taining way to celebrate the Mexican holiday. Held
from6:30 p.m. unmidnight,
til

in

and

Mexican hat

Tijuana, as well as some glassware and other trinkets,
throughout the course of the
night.
"The media and advertising
agencies have turned Cinco de
Mayo into just another
occassion to drinkCoronas and
margaritas,"Maestassaid. "But

that is not what this is about.
Cinco de Mayo gives us an opportunity to celebrate the
struggles that we have overcame and are still striving to
overcome. Iam proud to have
started the first chapter of
MEChA here at Seattle University."

Standing at attention

MECh A
took over
from there,

transMEChA
formed theballroom
into an authentic

allowing

Mexicancelebration,

complete with decorations, food and music.

w

" Small pinatasandsombre-

ros funtioned as centerpieces
for the tables, sitting on top of
red and green tablecloths, with
red. green and white balloons
tied to them.
Cinco dc Mayo is traditionally known as a Mexican holiday. What is not widely known
is that it is not celebrated in
Mexico at all, but rather it is a
Hispanic holiday,whichmarks
Mexico's victory over France

in 1862. The holiday became
popular during the Chicano
Civil Rights Movement in the

first
thc

helped the

mariachi band sing a
favorite tune.
With spirits high, Maestas introduced Guelagaetza,a group
of traditionalMexican dancers
between the ages of six to sixteen. First in traditional Mexican garb, the dancers performed
dances that are commonly
known, thenconcentrated more
on non-traditional dances. For
theirsecond set, the lights were
turned off and the young girls
came out dressed in white with
candles balanced on their heads
and one in eachhand. The boys,
also in white, balanced bottles
of water on their heads, all the
while performing the steps
without missing a beat.
As entertainment between

United States.
Beginning with a six-piece
traditional mariachi band, that
traveled to Seattle from
Yakima, the celebration took
Alton a high note. The mariachi
band played for the first hour
and a half, entertaining the
crowd while they ate and
danced.
MEChA served traditional
Mexican food at its celebration,
which consisted of arroz (red
sets, a three-year-old girl
rice), sopes (a thick fried tortiwith
letdanced her wayinto everyone's
lla topped
beans and
tuce), chile concame (a dish of hearts. Though not a formal
beans, chile and meat), fruit participant of the groupbecause

children
to

break a

guitar pinata
and then letting the collegestudents

take a crack
with the bat.

After several
impressive
tries from a
few guys, the
pinata fi-.
nally broke
open a "bar-

rel full of
candy."
MEChA
also raffled
off
five
hand-made
authentic
Mexican
throw blankets from

Cars: flyers posted to
warn commuters
Vrom pave 1
the last winter quarter.
An auto strip is where parts
of the vehicle are taken, like
the battery or hub caps.
"The darkness of
ihe winter months

"helps the prowlers
andthe pressure to

prowls.
Birklid stressed that once the
thief has found success they will
most likelyreturn in the future.
To helpprevent future prowls
and thefts, Safety and Security

said.
At this moment

Department have
no suspect linked

Craig Birklid,assistant
MANAGER OF SAFETY AND SECURITY

money is
greater during the

holidays, Birklid

" the Seattle Police

to the recent auto

/ Photo Ecmtoh

Cadet Clark salutes Lieutenant Colonel Madigan after she accepted the Physical
TrainingAward onbehalfofCadetSetala. TheROTCawards ceremony tookplace last
Thursday on theEast Field.

http://www.seattleu.edu/student/spec/main.htm

has placed several security alert
flyers throughout campus, informing people of the recent
auto prowls.
The flyer suggests thatif anyonehas seen a suspicious activity or person on
campus that
they immedi-

The darkness of the winter
months helps the prowlers and
the pressure to get money is
greater during the holidays,

get

Ryan Nishio
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f 1For a lifetime of memories.

ately contact

4145 University Way NE
Phone 633-2332
already

re-

ceived several
calls from cautious people."
Birklid said.
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Writer speaks on campus Admission
criteria changes
PEGGY EATON
News Editor
Gettingaccepted toSeattle University willbe just a littlebit*
harder forpotential students.
AnewminimumGPAof 2.7sandmorecourserequirements
will face undergraduate applicants due to a decision by the

Academic Council.
A GPAof2.5 had been the previous minimum undergraduate admission standard; however,only 25 percent of students
had aGPAlowerthan3.0 and another 25 percentof incoming
studentshad above a3.8 cumulative GPA, according toDean
ofAdmissions MichaelMcKeon.
"There'sasubstantial difference betweenwhatour average*
students look likeand our[previousadmission standard] floor,"
saidMichael McKeon,dean of admissions.
Therefore,accordingtoMcKeon.raisingtheminimumGPA

to2.75 was essentiallya formalization ofpracticed admissions
standards rather than a step which will dramaticallyalter the

—^^^—^—^—^^—^—^

RYAN NISHIO
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Novelist Ron Hansen speaks to Seattle University students last Thursday as partof the English department's Writers
ReadingSeries.

Award-winning novelist shares experiences
STEPHANIE LUM
StaffReporter
Prize-winning novelist Ron
Hansen, who

—

—according to The

"Good writing canKe a
religious act," Hansen
said. "In my first historinovel,
cal
"Despearadoes,"I
emphasizeda Christian themein
saying thatcrimedoes not
pay."
Hansen also spoke
about the importance of
symbols in his novels.

New York Times is a writerwho
"writes vigorously, and like an angel,"presentedhiswork at the final
eventof the Writers Reading Series
last Thursday.
Every quartertheCreative Writ"The writers job is to
ing Programof1(19 EnglishDepartfashion
those symbols and
ment invites major writers to discuss their work
and give inspi- JfyilZeyj
/^eattjjpyQ/*z2«£ _t
ration to students interested
in becoming
writers.Thecreativewritingclasses
are studying Hansen' s work this
quarter,so Hansen wasselected as
a speaker.
Hansen wasone of four finalists
for the National Book Award for
writing "Atticus" and a runner-up
for the 1997 PEN/Faulkner Prize.
A graduate of Creighton, and currentlyWri ter-Jn-Residence atSanta
ClaraUniversity,Hansenis author

of several novels including
"Despearadoes," "Nevada," and
"Alticus," which recently became
a television movie.
Hansen wrote the screenplay for
his hit novel "Marictte in Ecstasy,"
butis nothappy it becamea movie.
"We tested the movie at a mall in
Santa Monica, California and the
audience replied saying they
couldn't understand the movie,"
Hansen said. "Tomake the movie
more accessible to the audiences,
the screenplay was changed and
now my work of art is ruined."
Hansen beganhis lecturereading
an essay on why he chose to write
while emphasizingthe theme, "writing as a sacrament."

Seattle University'sacademic standards.
Inaddition toraising theminimum GPA, therevisedadmissionsstandardsrequireincoming students tohave taken at least
three coursesof math and twolabscience courses. Previously,
SU admission's standards required only twocourses of matii
duringhigh school and one labsciencecredit.
According to McKeon, minimum GPA and credit require— rather than minimumSAT or ACT
ments were changed
—
because, generally, test scores tend to go up as the
scores
college
preparatorycoursesa studenttakesincreases
numberof
requirements
as
GPA
increase. In addition,McKeon was
and
—
of potential cultural and gender
that
because
concerned
— women,minorities,and
questions
test
in
standardized
biases
first-generation students would be at a disadvantage in the
admission's process.
"Raising SATscores isa very risky and controversial step, ,
McKeon said.
However,McKeon
does feel the revised
admissions standards
will benefitstudentsby
reassuring people applyingtoSU that "their
academic peers are
here."
"Ifyou'reinaclass*
and a professoris talk-

Lend an ear...

ing about something
don't knowabout
that is assumed to

§j

common knowl—
edge then thecatchup game can be very
tedious and demoralizing,"McKeon said. "
Thenewadmissions
standards were proposed to acting Provost Jerry Viscioneafter the issue of higher
standards was raised
by the Enrollment

give the reader the sense
that life has great significance," Hansen said. "I
did it by creating a formulaforhappinessineach
of my novels. The first is
to be, second to love, and
third, to worship.".
At the endof Hansen's

Management Task
Force. McKeon then
made aproposal tothe

students and facultyaskedquestions about^
Hansen's work.
Hansen saidthatagrade
school teacher allowed
him to write fiction stories instead of the assignment to writenon-fiction.
lecture,

He continually wrotestories throughout school and
taught high school and
collegeEnglish.
"We all have acorns
within us that wanttogrow
Into oak trees," Hansen
said. "We must nourish
that acorn and lake the
risks tobecominga better
writer. Ifyou trap itinside
you,you will befilled with

misery."

RYAN NISHIO / PHOTO EDITOR

University ofWashingtonprofessor Shawn Wongspeaksyesterdayabout Japanese-American

literature inthePigott. Wongspokeinconjunction with theAHANA OpportunityFairs which
are running throughFriday inPaccar Atrium.

Dean's Academic'
Council which then
went on to the Acamic Council forap>roval.
Although the decimi has the potential
raisetheuniversity's '
adeinic reputation,
N cKeon said that was
t asignificant factor
thedecision.
'We were less conrnedabout the presti :e rating as much as
whether or ot it was
good for the students,"
McKeon said.
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Final enrollment count in for quarter

numbersin Spring Quarter 1996.
Otherareas showinghigher figures aretheCollegeof
Arts and Sciences, the MatteoRicci College and the
Ecological Studies program.
In the EcologicalStudiesprogram,enrollmentjumped
»from 26 students last year to 49 presently, which is

2,956

undergraduate

in enrollment comes primarily
from sophomore and junior class enrollment
while freshman and senior class enrollment
has increased...

5

campus

nearlydouble the enrollment.
TheEcological Studies program is an interdisciplinaryprogram thatis
however,it will
not currently associated withany collegein the university;
become apart oftheCollegeofArtsand Sciences beginningFall Quarter.
The total figurereleased by theRegistrarinclude studentsenrolled inall
schools and programs within the university
Thisincludes

The final enrollment counts are in.
According to theRegistrar's Office,approximately 5,527 studentshave
in Spring Quarter classes.
"enrolled
The total figure for this term amounts to nearly a 3 percent drop in
students from this time last year.
The drops in cnrollmem come primarily from |
sophomore and juniorclass enrollmentwhilefreshman
and seniorclass enrollment hasincreased,comparedto
The drop

>^/^E

Jesuit to
speak on

More than 5,500 students enrolled for Spring term
Spectator News staff

t|

students, 1,735

graduate
students and
law
836
students in
Tacoma.

Change for More
mpotiant thims.
like Clean under Wear.

today
SPECTATOR NEWS
STAFF
Worship, liturgy and spirituality.
Tomorrow, the Jesuit School
of Theology in Berkeley's Father John Baldovin,SJ, will discuss all of these things as he
presents "AGatheringot'Lights:
First Reflections on the Chapel
ofSt.Ignatius"at 1:30p.m.inthe
Chapel.
'
FatherBaldovin spresentation
will also include opportunities
for discussion and questions.
"Father Baldovin is a distinguished professor who has publishednumerous articles on worship, liturgy and spirituality. He
has also been following, with
much interest, the spate of reviews on our new chapel," said
SteenHailing,professor of psychology andholderof theReverendLouis Gaffney Chair ofArts
and Sciences.
The event, sponsored by the
Gaffney Chair, Seattle University and the Ernest Becker Foundation,is freeand open to the all
members of the universitycom-

munity.
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Construction: Campion lot site of garage, apts.
style will be a
littlepricier as
iors, such as drinking and abusing well as more
drugs, nor would we ever impair difficulttoget.
Jesuit traditions," Sharpesaid. "We
Another
have a very goodimage touphold." type of apartSeveral types of apartments will ment that will
be offered for students to choose be offeredare
from, but only those students who two-bedroom,
are juniors,seniorsand graduatestu- two-story
dents may rent the apartments. All townhouses.
apartments willbepre-furnishedwith The bottom
a refrigerator,stove, possibly a mi- unit will concrowave, a bed, a dresser, book- sist of a
shelves,a deskand possibly asofain kitchen,living

From page 1

thelargerapartments.Up for discus-

room, small

sion is the idea that extra furniture dining area
can berented outindividually,which and a study
will be tacked on to the rent. All room. The
utilities willbepaid,exceptelectric- two single
ity,andthecomplex willhaveaccess bedroomsand
to all the amenities that residence one bathroom
halls students enjoy, such as a free
will be upphone hookup and free Internet and stairs. The
e-mail access.
townhouses
The first type of apartment that will run anywill be offered is a single studio, where from
approximately 350-370 square feet, $520-$540
(which is about twice as big as a perpersonper
room in Campion), and willrent for month.
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editoi
about $500 a month. Studios will
The last
haveakitchen/vestibule,abathroom, type of apart- Students lookatpreliminaryplans oftheproposed apartmentcomplexandparking garage that willbebuilt in the Campionparking
acloset and large areathatfunctions
ment being
asbedroom/livingroom/diningarea. offered is a
Asecond style of studio willalso fourbedroomplace that willinclude son per month and they will all be John Savo, an architect for NBBJ. complex.
"Wedon't want tobuild the com"Thereis stillalotofroom forchange
beoffered, which willhaveapproxi- twobathrooms; a largelivingroom, single sex rooms,
toohighbecause we want this
plexes
anywilling
to
listen
to
early
stage of and weare
"We are in a very
mately 20-30 square feet more and kitchen and dining room These
to
place
feellike acommunity," Savo
now,"
thing
Any
feedback
$475
anyone
making
said
tells us.
perperthere willbe a walk-incloset. This rooms willcostabout
decisions right
said. "Whenyoustartputtingpeople
we can get will be helpful."
The apartment complexes will be in' high-rise buildings, they tend to
built on top ofthe soon-to-be park- not associate with each other as
ing garage. The garage itself will much."
Construction on the Campion
mostly beunderground,whichmeans
Shane Updike
arts and is currently the only good sense that they would supparking
lot will begin in May of
that fromthe outside,theapartments
Also,
teacher
port
change.
a
Reporter
core
Fine
Arts
course.
1998
News
and planners hope tohave the
will be the only thing seen by the
"We have been hearing for evaluations gave a pretty good public.
project completely finished by AuBeginningnext year there will years that students are dissatis- idea of what the students
In addition, the apartments will gust of 1999,just intime to welcome
be fundamental changes in the fied with FA 120," Wolfe Clay wanted."
only be built three or four stories the new fall quarter and the law
"
According to Wolfe Clay, high, withcourtyards betweeneach school students.
structure of the Fine Arts Desaid. "We decided tomake this
emphapartment that will include an change to give students more of there willbe more of an
additional major and core op- an option so that they can get sis put on the experiential part
of Fine Arts.
tions other than Fine Arts 120. deeper into the
This will include
According to Carol Wolfe program
in
going to more perClay, Chair of the Fine Arts
formances andmuDepartment, the new major in
seums and
the department is called Fine
having more
Arts and it is an addition to the
internships
majors
Visual Arts and Drama
available for
already
offered.
that are
Arts
will
major
Thenew Fine
have as a requirement 60 credits, 30 of which will come from
the student's emphasis, either
music, dramaor visual arts. The
additional 30 credits come from
the other two disciplines.
"The Fine Arts major will
highlight the fact that fine arts
include all the different disci- which they
plines," Wolfe Clay said. "It are truly interindicates that the different parts ested."
Fine Arts majors.
of our department are tied
No new courses were
department,
so no
These changes were made in
added to the
closely together."
(Toppings not included)
changes
In addition to the
in new faculty was hired. The an attempt to bolster the Fine
Pleasementionmis adwhen ordering-Validonly with Student ID.Card
the major, the Fine Arts De- new courses were always of- Arts Department and to make
partment has opened up thecore fered, but now they are part of more students want to be Fine
Arts majors. There are curcurriculum to include 12 the core.
rently
approximately 35 Fine
According
that
to
the
emphasize
Clay,
courses
either
Wolfe
music, drama or art. A few of faculty of the department have Arts majors.
"All the faculty felt that we
these new courses include been discussing changing the
Drawing I,Theatre History and requirements for a year and a could be doinga better job and
this is an attempt to improve
Literature, and Music History half.
"There were no students on the department for everybody,"
Survey.
Students may also choose to the oommittee," Wolfe Clay Wolfe Clay said. "We think all
"
CORNER OF 14TH & MADISON FREEPARKING INREAR
take the survey course Experi- stated. "However, all the fac- the students and faculty will
322-9411
encing the Arts, which touches ulty are pretty closely tied to benefit from the changes that
on all of the disciplines of fine the students so we got a pretty we have made."

.

Art curriculum overhauled

S.U.MTE!
Every Thursday!

$7.00 "17" New YorkPizza

FREE DELIVERY!
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Eshelman testifies in Olympia for financial aid
Meghan

of the state legislature on behalf of
increasingthe amount ofstudent financial aid inWashington's annual
budget.
According to ASSU non-traditionalrepresentative Patty Linehan,
whohelped organizethe students in
theiractions, those who went to the
capitol testified before the House
and the Senatein the highereducationcommittees.
Besides Linehan,the students who
went to Olympia wereKatie Dubik,
Josh Tollcs, andMichelle Seate.
"A fewof us met with Tom Huff,
who is the Chair of the House Appropriations Committee," Linehan

Sweet

StaffReporter
Several students
and administrators
recently found out
thatplayingarolein
their government
could help to ease
the financialburdens
of going to college.

Joiningwithother
students from this

state's independent
colleges,such as St.
Martin'sandPacifie
Lutheran University, reported.

Ryan

Nishio / Photo Editor

John Eshelman
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state

proved financial aidwillallowmore
of those students to attend private
institutions.
"Our basic message to the state
was that we can help," Eshelman

ijiiiLjldMWll

paign.
Linehanwrotelettersaddressed to
two state senators that detailed the
needfor betterstudent financial aid.
On April 1 1, tablesweresetup in
the Pigott Building, the Chieftain,

higher
—
education
and that
includes all
students on
this campus.
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Rather than overburden

schools, Eshelman hopes that im-

support

*%

t

2,000 incomingstudents.

What we're
asking is that
Washington
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way for us tobe full partnerswith the
stateis throughstudent financialaid."
Eshelmanpointed to the fact that
the state the state university system
soon expects to be burdened with

agrees.
Eshelman testified inOlympia on
April 2 along with other presidents
of independent colleges.
said.
Eshelman stated that increased fiAndLinehan helpedto finda way
nancial aid wouldallow students to to getmore studentsinvolved in this
"choose the college which is right political process by aiding in the
for them,", without having to feel organization ofa letterwritingcamlimitedby financial burdens.
"Our primarymessage wasto say
that independentcollegesarepartof
the state'shighereducation system,"
Eshelmansaid. "The mosteffective

"Testifyingin front ofcommittee
is scarybecause you'renervous,and
you want to be respectful, but you
also want to sway their opinions,"

fourSeattleUniversity students traveled
to Olympia on
March 4. Their goal
wastospeakin front

The purpose of testifying was to
demonstrate tothe senatorsand representatives that students needmore
financial aid overall, which would
enable some to attend private universities that are currently inaccessible to manydue tocost, according
to an interview conducted with
Linehan last quarter.
ActingPresident John Eshelman

'""_"

PATTY LINEHAN,
ASSU NONTRADITIONAL

REP.
and the Columbia St. Cafe so that
studentscould sign the letters. The

tables collected 260 signatures.
The letterscould be signed by all
students, not just Washington state
OfIKV
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T^lor fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,

JLwe recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs

—

are tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
additional assets mon'fy that can help make the
difference between livingand living wellafter

*
|l

your workingyears are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted
from your salary ona pretax basis, so you pay
less in taxes now. And since earnings onyour
SRAs are also tax deferred until youreceive them

t
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it

4

"What we're asking isthatWash—
ington support higher education
and that includes all students onthis
campus," Linehan said.
Theoverall effect ofthe lobbying

l

efforts was successful, according to
bothLinehan and Eshelman.
The WashingtonStateNeedGrant
program wasincreased by$2.5 million, theWork Studyprograms were
increasedby $6million,andtheState

the moneyyou don't send

can work even harder for you.
What else do SRAs offer? A full range of
investment choices and the financial expertise
—
of TIAA-CREF America's largest retirement
to Washington

Education and Opportunity Grants
were increased by $2.75 million.
"Those arevery positive numbers
for students," Eshelman said.
EshelmanalsostatedthatLinehan
and the other students whotraveled
to Olympia deserve "kudos and orchids" fortheir efforts.
And for Linehan, the success of
the effort did not lie solelyin the
statistics, but also in the reinforcement of the fact that students can
make a difference in their govern-

organization!
To find out more, stop by your benefits office
1800 842-2888. We'll show
you howSRAs can loweryour taxes.
—
Do it today it couldn't hurt.
or give us a call at

.

"
*

Is.

as retirement income,

ii

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

I

£

I

Based on assets under management

Service!, Inc.For more complete information,includingcharges and expenses.
*
are diitribuied by TIAA-CREF Individual and Irumutional
CRKFcertificate!
Read the prospectui carefully beforeyou invest or send money I>ateof first ute:2/97.
II1800 842 2733 ext 5509, lor a current CRKF proipectus.

/

ments.
"What wecando is wecanparticipate inhow Washingtonspendsour

money," Linehansaid. "It taughtus
thatwecanparticipate onanylevel."
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Sharon Thomas
Special to the Spectator

history

It is the first day of school in
Cambodia and students eagerly
wait for their instructor so they
can begin learning.
The students have just been
given onepencil and a minimal
supply of paper, which must
last the whole year. As the instructor pulls out his old, tattered, out-dated textbook, the
students are awe-struck. The
instructor looks around, noticing that only one or two students were given a textbook
from graduating seniors, He
sighs, beginning his lecture
by writing everything on
the board in front of the
class. The Cambodian
school year has begun.
In America, books arc much
moreaccessible. Knowing this, arly types were executed.Since
Seattle University student then,not many new books have
Vanseatha Ky, originally from been written."
The executions took place in
Cambodia,has single-handedly
1975,
when Ky was two years
started a book drive on campus
old.
Her
father was a teacher
to aid her country with a better
and her mother was a nurse.
supply of books.
"I would like the books to They pretended to be farmers
change the minds of the younger so that their lives would be
generation so that maybethey'll spared. They were sent to the
woods, to one of the many constart thinking like ademocratic

/After enduring /one SUstudent /li
/hardships
/is working
j/i

/in war-torn /to better
/her eountry
/ Cambodia,

I/M
I///

We'll

enough gold, they would lead
you through the path to Thailand. But we always had to

ment
try.

that plagues their coun-

just,

hope and pray
they get distributed to the university library,"
Ky said.
So far, Ky has collected two
vans full of books, donated by
theSeattleUniversity ELS Language Center.
ELS is just one of the many,
resources thatKy has found and
utilized.Pathways was another.
"[Pathways Director] Liz
Skofield opened up her office
and allowed me to use her scissors, tape and poster paper,"
Ky said. "She went-out of her

"I want to give them an iniwatch out for the Red Cambodian soldiers andhidden mines. tiative," Ky said."It's like any
One time we were hidingin the abuse situation.There is always
bushes and the soldiers were so someone with an upper hand,
close wecould see their guns." and if a friend doesn't help them
Ky's family madeit to a Thai- out, then that person is stuck in
land refugee camp called that lifestyle and wastes away.
"Araing." But they still were Ifpeople help the victims, then
camps, not free. Every day Ky's par- the victims can hopefully help
ents worried aboutbeing caught themselves."
anddad
without sponsor papers and ■
mom
deported
back to the concenworked from
camps,
to
tration
where the
sunrise
we
get our
eat
threat of execution strongly
existed.
eat
/
"A friend that escaped with
camps
children be- us got sent back. To this day Vanseatha ky, on concentration
hind. Ky and wedon'tknow what happened
Unfortunately, eventhe book way to help. She is a mentor."
her sister
to him," Ky said sadly.
Other SU organizations and
Since Ky's mother was a drive has its uncertainty. Ky
Mol werenot
people
nurse,
who havehelped include
she worked at the refu- learned of a recent civil war
allowed to
current
Prime
Ghodsi
from the Internaby
Faizi
play while gees'hospital. Shehidher hus- threat initiated
Center, Event
her
Minister
tional
Student
three
Hun Sen because a
their parents band and sometimes
Planning
leader
Sam
Coordinator
Liz Fenn, "
named
worked. In- children there when soldiers democratic
stead, she
were looking for unsponsored Rainsy will be running for presi- Erin Lovette, the student mandent inCambodia's 1998 election. ager of the Campus Assistance
and all the Cambodians.
they
ofthe
time
would
"I was just heart-broken. I Center (who gave herdetails on
other little
"Most
hope within myself that distributing posters), the Volsend
us
to
Thailandmarkets
had
children
the
wereordered
while she worked," Ky said. these books would help, but unteer Center, and John Popko
to "gather
"Since my sisters and Iwere now instead of sending them at and Nel Sea from the library.
Currently, the books Ky has
young, we were able to pick up the end of the quarter, we may
cooking by Thailand's language.We played have to waituntil after the elec- collected are sitting in her
Cambodia's games with the local children. tion. We don't wantto turn back father's upholstery shop waitStephenp. Ford / Spectator
own teenag- We blended in easier than the the hands of time to 1975 when ing to be shipped to Phnom „
ers.
adults."
all the books were burned and Penh, the capital of Cambodia.
Vanseatha Ky stands by a boxfor her book drive.
All book donations can be
"They
Finally, Ky's family got spon- demolished.
placed
in variousboxes around
"Even if the democratsdon't
society instead of being stuck were manipulated by the Red sored to come to the UnitedStates
campus.
win,
wasseven
out.
years
when
she
old.
we'll
still
send
them
becoming
Cambodians
into
way
in the communist
of think"I was young but Iremember
leaders and brainwashed to
ing," Ky said.
the fear and the pain," Ky said.
Ky feels that English is the kill," Ky said.
Ky and the other prisoners
"That's why it's so important
languageof democracy.In junc inst'tute n
for me to help. Doing someior high, Cambodian students were only given one bowl of
#-V^*£. Character Development
thing is better than just watchare required to learn either rice soup a day.
will
get
hoping
things
"We'd eat anything we could ing and
French or English. Ky believes
the books written in English get our hands on. Some people better.
ICDis a Seattle University senice organization which presents philosophical
"The books could be a way to
and religious issues through creativeand interactiveactivities to youthin both
could have some influence in would eat bark."
religious andsecular settings. As a participant you wouldhave thechance to
Four years later, Ky's father change people's lives. Right
changingthe way these students
make an impact onthe community while fulfilling your Ethics Core
[Cambodians]
arelike
little
family
decided he and his
now
think.
Requirement in Father Spitzcr'sFamily Ethics course during the Fall quarter
bugs stuck in a cup that can't
1997. Additionalcredit may be offered for courses taught.
"Students are important be- needed to escape.
Students in ICDare given the opportunity to:
get out because the walls are
day
people
"Every
we
saw
eicause they can shape the fuTeach young people about...
ther killed or who died of starva- too small and too high. But if
ture," she said.
hand
in
to
somebody's
Family
stayed
tion.If
we
comes
Happiness
we'd
be
killed
Cambodia's educationalsysbug
the
out,
Relationships
help
bug
if
at
least
would
then
the
is
Love
but
we
left
we
always
temhas
been poor. Howset free."
have a chance of surviving."
Faith
Freedom
ever, during thelast few months
Ky's family and six others
Ky hopes that Seattle UniGain experience in...
of the Vietnam War, a group
intothe
become
those
escaped
versity
woods
located
students
Communication
Youth Leadership
(orRed
Rouge
called the Khmer
within the borders of Thailand hands. She also feels that if
Service
Cambodians) turned the educaTeaching
tional "clock back to zero," ac- and Cambodia. They lived there Cambodians see that students
Social Work
Teamwork
for three months, and Ky's fromother countries care, then
To sign up for theFallclass or obtain more information please
cording to Ky.
attend and informational meeting
"They abolished education, mothergave birth to a baby girl. maybe they'll decide to do
"In the woods were contact something about the injustice,
Sunday,May 11th at 7 p.m.—Arrupe Jesuit Residence
religion and the government,"
If you have any questions,please call theICD office at 296-2135.
she said. "Professors and schol- people and if you pay them corruption and inhumane treat-

anything could
We'd
hands on. Some people would

"4i^ti
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Betty Peneskips frog,

incess

Pr
adriana Janovich
Staff Reporter
Seattle University sophomore
Betty Pene,perched atopa vintage Thunderbird, rode down
Constitution Avenue in Washington, D.C. Although it was
drizzling and the classic car
stalled twice, Pene smiled and
waved at the crowd.
A week before the parade, the
congressman of American Samoa crownedPene as a Cherry
Blossom princess during a state
society reception.

She reigned for a week during the annual Cherry Blossom
Festival in Washington, D.C,
between April 6 and 12.
This year, over 50 young
womenbetween the ages of 18
and 23 representedtheir states,
territories, or nations at a variety of events.

turns into a

cherry blossom

Pene, representing American princesses,aTaste of the World
Samoa, dressed in traditional reception (highlighted by spenative wear at many activities. cialty dishes prepared by the
These included a lantern light- chefs of over twenty embassies

ing ceremony at the Tidal basin, an opening reception featuring the introduction of the

and entertainment from different countries) and the Annual
Cherry Blossom Festival Con-

SUstudent BettyPenesits at a verymessydesk duringher reignasa CherryBlossomprincess. Thedesk belongs
to the American Samoa representativein Congress.

gressional Reception,to which
congressmen, senators,or members of the diplomatic corps
escorted princesses from their
region. Princesses had the option of participating in a fashion luncheon in the Cotillion
Ballroom.
Pene toured the Sewell Museum, visited the Kennedy Institute, and saw the sights of
CapitolHill with the princesses
as well.
"I never had to smile so much
in my life!" Pcne remembered.
At the Grand Ball and banquet at the end of the week, the
National Conference of State
Societies selected the U.S.
Cherry Blossom Queen by the
spinning a large wheel.
"It was not a competition at
all," Pene said. "We spent the
time gettingto know eachother
and having fun. A lot of the
girls werereally nice."
Pene, originallyfromAmerican Samoa,heard aboutthe festival from her aunt, who represented American Samoa as a
Cherry Blossom princess in
1981.
"She always told me how
much fun she had. Ithought it
would be fun to apply," Pene
said.
Pene found out she won the
title of princess in the middle
of February after submitting an

application to the American
Samoa state society in Washington D.C. The application
asked questions including why
the applicant wanted to be a
princess and what her goals

were. The application process
did not involve a visual presentation.
"I don't want anyone to think
of it as a pageant because it's
not," Pene said. "I was really
excited about it."
She called her mother in
American Samoaas soon as she
found out.
"She was really happy for
me," Pene said.

Her mother went to work soliciting donations and searching for people to sew dresses
for Pene to wear during her
reignin Washington, D.C. She

mailed the dresses to Pcne's
aunt in Hawaii, who escorted
her to Washington.
Pene's aunt arranged the airfare. She chose a flight to get
Pene home the day after the
parade so she could participate
in her Orientation Advisor activities back on campus.
"It was really hectic," Pene
remembered. "They wantedme
to not stress out about it and to
look forward to it."
Pene notified her work and
her professors that she would
be missing a week of class.
"They were all really understanding," Pene, who works as
a research assistant at SU, recalled.
The first CherryBlossomFestival took place in 1935 when a
group of motivated school children re-enacledthe plantingof
3,ooocherry trees that werepresented to the American people
in 1912 by the Mayor of Tokyo,
Yukio Ozaki.
Today, the festival lasts two

weeks and

attracts

thousands

of visitors to Washington,D.C.
This year, Washington state
had no princess to represent it

during the festival.
"Hardly anybody knows
about it. Iwant to spread the
word.It is a great opportunity.
Everyone had fun. It is a really
great experience," Pene said.
"I amjust happy Idid it," she

affirmed.
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Budget cuts open surprising opportunities
ANN JOHNSON
Special to the Spectator
AND JAMES FIGUEROA
Features Editor
After seven longyearsof toiling
inSeattle University'sparkinglots,
SteveKeough was rewardedwith a
budget cut.Hecouldn t be happier.
Keough took advantage of an
administrativedecision to tryplacing everyone who was being cut
into a different postilion. He now

'

works in the financial aid office,
answeringphones and helpingstudents withsome ofthe basic questions.

by someone withmore experience.
Finally, he had the administration onhis side,and wasable to get
out of parking.

"Idon'tknow how many timesI nearby, "McCombs
and Iwould run over
eachother on theradio
saying 'we'llbechecking out the basement
ingmoney inmore ways than they ofAdmin for the next
imaginedby givingin to Keough. half-hour.' Slettcn
By maintaining the parking lots would comealongand
over summers, Keough often in- say 'I'm going to
flamed a back injury, costing the check out that neighuniversityin worker'scompensa- borhood.' So he'drun
"I ripped about six inches of

His motivation came from his

emphasizing theinjury withagrue-

days as an SUstudent in 1986. By
then, Keough had already gone

some slash. "I was working sixteen hours a day, six days a week,
loading trucks, unloading trucks,
delivering. One day Iflipped a

tendedSU for twoquarters(twenty
years before then) and finished a
smallcareer as a truck driver.Havinghadsuchextensive experience,
combined with a loveofnumbers,
he was daringenough to get in an
hour-long argument with counselor Sue Baehr over a mere $35
difference on his account.
"Ifinally decided to lether win,"
Keough said. "When Ilooked at it
againI
realized that we were each
starting out at different figures."
Success in his goalwas hard to
come by, however.He applied to
financial aid whenever a position
openedup,but was alwaysbeat out

tailgate incorrectly.Thedoctorsaid
Ijust stretched it out."

Keough originally took the job
as a parking services officer with
the idea that if he was already
workingat the university,it would
be easier for him to get into financialaid.While workingwith security,Keough saw alot of change in
the waythe department wasrun.
He remembers witheasylaughter when current safety and security manager Mike Sletten was an
entry-levelsecurityofficer, bringing amore aggressiveapproachto
enforcement.
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two

short

quarters

he was a student here
i enough to impact

the

of his life. He joined

Hiyu Coulee hiking
, whichhad its ownbus

t to the greatoutdoors.
there that he met his

is

'he bus was this blue

strosity. We all got
in there. Everybody
smeltedalike which was
pretty horrible andeverybody gottoknoweachother

in to help where there

tion claims.

aid for a longtime," Keough said.

through a stint in the Navy, at-

lie

ment scanner that was

have applied for ajobup there," he
said. "Finally they just gave up
andhiredme," he chuckled loudly.
The university may end up sav-

muscle off my backbone so Ihad
to quit driving the truck," he said,

"I've wanted toget into financial

Forexample,ifanything came over the
SeattlePolice Depart-

pretty well."

was trouble and we'd
run the other way."
Sletten's braverydid
lead to anembarassing
moment, although
Keough says that
Sletten would prob-

Keough has maintained
his connection to the outdoors over the years. The
Hiyu Coulee group was so
tight at that time that they
still meeloccassionally.He

ablydeny the story.

related hobby. Keough

Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
"He was following
some guy," Keough Steve Keoughnow works in
financial aid.
said, "and the supervi-

spendsmuchofhis free time

alsohasfoundanoutdoors-

soraskedhim,'what areyou doing?'
"He said 'I'mkeeping aneye on

this guy'

"'Why?'
"'Well,he's sneakingaroundin
the bushes always.'
"
'Wellthat's OK, hecan do that.

That's Ciscoe, he's in charge of
the bushes.'"

For Keough, Seattle University
has been a family tradition. His
father was a professor here for
twenty years. In addition,his three
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sisters graduated andhis wife retwo degrees from the
school. His mother even took a

ceived

few classes.
He usually sells each boat, just
however,
enough
never wanted
to cover the cost of buildKeough,
ing
here,
joining
to go to school
the
the next one.But he does not
them, and has only taken one
sail
high
schoolinstead.He
navy outof
finally relentedtopressurein 1963. into the water once.
"Ichanged the name of theboat
"The only reasonI
came to SU
'
to
to
dadthat
I
didn
t
from
"Pea Pod" to "A Lake Runs
prove
my
was
want to go to college and Idid Through It"on its maiden voyage
that very well," Keough said

quickly.

-"'':■■

'■'-'"'■'

designing and building
boats. Hebuilds row boats,
canoes and sailboats.
"A boat a year is the goal," he
saidproudly.

■■■■■■■■'"■■
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because alake actuallyran through
it," he laughed.
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FRAGMENTS comestogether

Junior Khoa Nguyen agreed.
"It'skind of amazingto find so
much talent in one room at one
time."
Sophomore Sarah Johnson felt
the same way, "Ireallyenjoyedit.
Iwas surprised by all the talent I
saw."
Another new aspectofFragments
this year is the improved qualityof
its art images.
Senior andFragmentsstaffmemberBrian Huntington wason hand

Hmjppf&mimg:

to explain.

World renownedauthor
coming to Seattle
Novelist Alice Walker will grace the northwest on her current
lecture tour, makingastophere at theEmeraldCity. Her workshave
wonnumerous awardsandhavebeentranslatedintomanylanguages
worldwide.Her mostpopular pieces, "TheTempleofMyFamiliar,"
"Possesing the Secret of Joy," and "The Color Purple"are full of
symbolism and insight. "TheColor Purple" wasmade into amajor
motion picture, bolstering the careers of Danny Glover, Oprah
Winfrey and Whoopie Goldberg. Thebest thingaboutWalkers visit
other than being a benefit is that it is very close to the SU campus.
SponsoredbyElliotBayBookstore, the event willbe abenefit for the
not-for-profit Redand Black Bookstore up on 15th Avenuehere on
CapitolHill.Itisscheduled for May15at 7:30p.m. at theFirstUnited
Methodist Church on sth andMarion.Tickets can bepurchased at
either ElliotBay or Red and Black Books for only $10. For more
information,call Elliot Bay at 624-6600 or RedandBlack at 322-7323.Thisisarare opportunity tohear agreatcontemporarynovelist
and tickets will go fast!

"Hablamos: We Speak"
comes to SCCC
TheSeattfe Central CommunityCollege Art Gallery will Present
"Hablamos:We Speak," a collection of brightly colored contemporary Chicano posters thatcreatetestimonyabout compelling issues
in Chicano culture. Critical themes such as the plight of the farm
workers andundocumented workers are exploredas well asheroes
of the Mexican revolution and contemporary leaders like Cesar
Chavez.This wonderful exhibitis fundedby the Washington Commission for the Humanities and is located in the northend of the
SCCCatrium on the groundfloorof themainbuilding onBroadway
and Pine. For more information, call344-4379.

SUSAN MEYERS

StaffReporter
In it's time, Fragments, SU's

annual literary magazine,has seen
some rough years.
Someissueshavebeenlittle more
thanastapled stackofphotocopies.
However, despite occasional

Foreditorand senior Englishmajor Joni Vandcrburg,establishinga
cohesive theme was just one more
elementof a well-established publication.
While this Fragments is more
thematic than past issues, it still
features a wide array of voices,
disciplines, and genres.

budgetconstraints, temporary lack
Visual art includes figurative
of advisors and or organization, drawings,photographs, andpaintFragmentshasnevermissed a pub- ings.
There are multitude of poems,
lication in 39 years.
The magazinehasbeen growing short stories, and memoir pieces.
Students, faculty, and alumni
strongever sinceCreative Writing
ProfessorSharon Cumberland and from all disciplines are invited to
a crew of dedicated students got submittoFragments,and this year's
holdof theproject a coupleof years publication boasts a finecollage of
contributors.
ago.
year's
Fragments
This
issue of
Sharon Cumberland, is a coarrivedoncampusTuesday accompanied by a readingin the Casey
Atrium and an art opening in the
adjacentKinsey Gallery.
The theme thisyearis names and
naming:how we categorizepeople
and how we live in or outside of
these categories.

moderater on this popular magazineJosef Vcnker SJ. She enjoyed
'
the varietyofspeakers at Tuesday s
well attended reading.
"Ithink peopleenjoy this kindof
readingbecauseofits omnibusquality,"Cumberland said."It'snot just
one person speaking."

"We took a lot more controlover
the production process this year,"
Brian said. "I'm reallyhappy with
how it turnedout."
One ofthe bestthing about Fragments, is that it publishes SU students.
"It's so gratifying to see people
jump into published life," Sharon
Cumberlandexplained."Fragments
is the first place manystudents will
get to sec their workpublished."
Clearly, this year's Fragments
has been a terrific success.
The challenge now is to replace
graduatingstaff members.
"All positions are open,"

Cumberland announced to the audienceTuesday.
Anyoneinterestedin helping out
next yearshould see Cumberland
in the English Department orJosef
Vcnker in the Fine Arts Department.

All disciplinesare encouragedto
join the Fragmentsstaff, andartists
and art loversarc equally welcome.
Fragments can be purchased is
either the English or Fine Arts Departments.

New folk inspiration has

something to sing about
STEVEN P. FORD
StaffReporter

All hail "The Philosopher King"
Written by Juan Enrique Insua and directed by Linda Boykin,
ElenaHartwell andHeidi Heimark, "ThePhilosoher King" is anew
workintricately woven,theatrical tale.Produced byTheatreBabylon,
the play depicts the turmoil of a philosophy professor who finds
himself entangled in the consequences of pure thought versus
political power. The three directors were necessary to pay close
attention to the diverse elements of this dynamic play. A choreographer,puppetmaster and acoordinatingdirector were necessary to
portray this compelling story of greed, lust, ambition and forgiveness. For more information, call Theatre Babylon at720-1942.

Remodeled Frye features
Tacoma artist

R

Saints, martyrs and mythological creature define the work of

elissa Weinman, and the focus of the Frye Art Museums new
exhibit, "Melissa Weinman: Saints, Stories." In her paintings,
Weinman usesimagesinspiredbymythological,biblical orachetypal
characters usingamix of traditional and contemporarysymbols all
with a modern spin. A Tacoma resident and professor at the
University of Puget Sound, Weinman draws on the works of
Renaissanceand Baroquepainters resourcingGreek myth,martyred
information,
saints, theHebrewbibleas wellas fairy tales.Formore
call the Frye at 622-9250.

What folk muse of the past inspires the youth of today topick up
a guitaranddreamof playing those
smoky bars singing theirownsongs
of growthand love?
Bob?Neil? Tiny Tim?Jude'
Jude who?
Jude is a contemporary singer/
songwriter and poet who's work is
not all that much different from
thosegreatsnamesof thepast. There
may be a lack of protest material
but whether in the studio or live on
stagethis folk-oriented musicianis
somethingto be heard.
"430 N. Harper Aye." is Jude's
first CD and was released earlier
this year withlittlefanfare butdon't
be fooled. The blend of live and
studiorecordings featuresa trained
folk voice reminiscent of Don
MacLean ("American Pic") and

Chris Isaac.

Thisalbumalsohighlight Jude's
ability to incorporatehis owncynical humor with different styles of

music.
For example "Charlie Says"
mixeshumorouslyrics with achop-

ping Dave Mattews-styleguitarriff.
He's a California Highway Patrolman/he[s got a baton, he 's got
a gun/hut lately their putting cops
on the nightly news/ enough that
even Eric Estrada must have the

blues
Similarly on the bluesy "Out of
LA," the lyrics arc a bragging wit
layered on top of a simple chord

progression.
The smiling poetry andauctioneer speedof "YouMama You"is a
track to be played over and over
again just to untie all the lyrical
tongue-twisting.
But allkiddingaside,Judeis also
capable of playing some impressiveballads.

The slow honesty of "Paper

Towel,"which compareslove with
the life cycle of a flower is indica-

tiveof the peculiarmetaphors that
run throughout the album.
Youfledas if the Autumn grays
wereheralds offinaldays/Uprooting with allyourseeds/ an allcruel

harvest ofloves firstfa11

"Prophet"relates the taleofmis-

guided hopes in the big city. More
thanany other, this songrisesto the

traditional folk poetryofgreatspast;
climaxing in a punching rhythm

and release.
Don't let Jude's obscurity (or
any artist for thatmatter)be a deterrent topickingup the CD or seeing
him on his next tour through the
Northwest. His styleis timeless and
shouldbe enjoyedfor yearstocome.

Arts &Entertainment
Sophomore entrepreneur backs his rap
12

Additional percussion and
scratching is performed by DJ Tre,
Who grewup living right next door
to Hogan.
The EPhas a totalof six songs.
The first track, "Time Is Changing," has a hidden connection to
SeattleUniversity. It wasrecorded
right here on campus, in the Fine
Arts Building.
Trying topromote the albumhas
not been an easy task, Hogan said.

at

How far does Hogan want to go

with Major Weight Media?
"Obviously, we hope it willtake
off,"hesaid. "Ifitdoes takeoff,I'll
have to put school on the back
burner for a while. But, I'm also
realistic,and I
holdmyeducationin
highregard."
The group will be playing live

"It'satimeconsumingproject,"
he said. "Right now, we're just
working to get things going."
Hogan saidthe label's next step
will be to release a full length album. This album, he said, will
probably feature the same musi-

JESSE WOLDMAN
StaffReporter
Not many students

cians that appear on theEP.
Asofyet,Major WeightMedia is
not working with any other acts.

Seattle

University own their own busi-

nesses.Fewer stillhavestarted their
ownrecord label.
Yet, this is exactly what David

Hogan has done.
Hogan, a sophomore, attends

Seattle University part-time and
hopesto major inCriminal Justice.
He is also co-owner of Major

David Hogan

Weight Media,anindependentRap

realizing thai a house would prob-

music label.
Hoganstartedthelabelabout two
years ago, along with his highschool friend and current roommate KrizBeeber.
The two beganpurchasingequipment for a studio, and lived in an
apartment for lour months before

ably suit their needsbetter.
"We decided that we needed a
place where we could make some
noise,"Hogan said.
The two hope that their label's
first EP release, "Music Speaks
Louder," will make some noise as

Coffe

well.

not

Susan Meyers

just

A girl walks into her mother's
kitchen oneday after school. She's

O.K. not to try and "figure things
out"all the time.
When the story opens,Jean sees
things very black and white.
Her motheris aperfectionist, her

curious about a note some boy
passed her in class, so she asks,
"Mama,are youa vir-

father is lazy. Shehas to work because she's a girl, whileher brothers get to watch baseball.

StaffReporter

gin?"

"MusicSpeaksLouder"features
another acquaintance of Hogan's
fromGarfield High School. Damon
Burfect.
Burfect, AKA Big D., raps on
the album along withBeeber.
Also appearing on the EP are
James Little (backup vocals) and
Curtis Scales (keyboards and live
bass).
for

her mother both angry and despondent.
"Jean, wheredid you
pick up that word?at church." she says
without giving her
daughter ananswer.
It is obvious that
young Jean, themain
character in April

"

"virgin. I'dseen
" the words "pure

"

Virgin
and "spotless and "likethe
"

Mary, motherofJesus.

wasa goodpersonfor
thoughtI
I
the most part....But I
wasn'tabout
to putmyself
up there with
Jesus' mother...So I'd had no
choice but to answerthe note with
the words
" "Not ex-

the case in our culture, Jean finds out
themeaningfor"virgin" from school
kids,not parents.
A fiery, sensual
group of girls, just
asrowdyas theboys,
shelearns whatkind
of womanshe's supposedtobe:sexybut

Sinclair'sbook "Cof-

not slutty.
Jean gets other

fee Will Make You
Black," is confused
aboutsex and virginity, but no one will

messagesstemming
from racial differ-

givcheraslraightan-

ences,

swer.

sheisand whoshe's
supposed to be.

Sinclair's book

about who

According to
Jean's mother,

(availablefromAvon
Books) is a coming
of age story about a
young black girl

growing up during
the late '60s in urban Chicago.
"Coffee" tries very hard to "tell
it like it is;" but as Jean learns,

not.

whether "it"refers to sex,class, or
culture, is very confusing for everyone.
Although the book begins and
ends dealing with sexual confusion,thediITerenceis that nowJean
understands that it's O.K. to be
confused about sex and it's even

From the first line of the book,
the reader knows that things aren't
always so neatly defined. When a
boy in class passed her the note,
that asked,"Are you a virgin .'"she
hadn't known the answer:
I'd snuck apeak inside [the dictionary/ and looked up the word

Even at school, girls are cither
good or bad, desirable friends or

and appearing on a radio show at
Skagit ValleyUniversity on Saturday,May 26.
For more informationabout the
label orabouthow to purchaseMusic SpeaksLouder, callDank Dream
Publishing at (206) 344- 1632.

Kriz

break

actly.
As it is so often

It might make us
laugh, but it makes

Big D.

"Coffee will make
you black." She
goes on to explain
that it is an old saying from the
south:
"The oldfolks...used to tell that
to children so they wouldn't want
to drink coffee. The last thing any"
body wanted to be was black.
Again and again, Jean and her
friends learn that their actions define who they are.
Coffee makes youblack.
Sex makes you a woman or a

anymore

fast

whore.
Anger makesyou an activist.
And yet, through allof this, Jean
learns a little about who she is by

recognizingsociety's roles andletting themgo.
At the conclusion of the book,
Jean's not evensure whether she's
heterosexual or homosexual,
' but
she doesknowthatshedoesn thave

polar opposites. However, as
Sinclair clearly wants us torealize,
this needn't be the case.
Check out Sinclair's follow up
novel "Ain't Gonna Be the Same
FoolTwice," whichis the recently
releasedsequel to "Coffee."

to decide.

Sexual identity, as with somuch
in our life, tends to be defined in
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WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGELOAN.
Ifyou're stuck with a studentloanthat's not
in default,theArmy might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduceyour debt— up
t0565,000. Paymentiseither I/3 ofthe
debt or $1,500for each yearofservice,
whicheverisgreater.
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You'llalso have trainingin a choice
ofskillsand enoughself-assurance //
to last you the rest of yourlife.
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Getallthe detailsfrom your
1-800-USA-ARMY
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Patrick cant

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, one of the
premier third waveska bands,came androcked
the Moore Theater Sunday.
There is nothing quite like a liveska show lo
brir|gyourblood to aboil,and just Hal out make
you dance your ass off.
vocals; Johnny Vegas - saxophone;Kevin Lenear - saxoFor those ofyouunfamiliar withthemusic, a phone) is really tight, and they managed,for the most part, to
little history:
rise above the blistering guitar ofNate Albert and Dicky's
Ska is generallyacknowledgedas
having started in Jamaica in the early
'60s.It can loosely be described as a
mixbetweenReggae and Jazz, with a
gooddose ofCaribbean style thrown
in. Early bands like The Skatallites,
Toots andtheMaytalIs, andDesmond
Decker are the granddaddies of the

However, they are playingbigger venues and
the ticket prices are creeping up, so see them
soon.

As if the Bosstones weren't

"Miqhty Miqht y at

the Moore

genre.This period, or style,oi ska is
to as the First Wave.
After it's inception, it was carted
off to England and moldedinto the
ska more of us are familiar with. I
assume everyone remembers Madness and the EnglishBeat.Theypersonified the ska movement in the
ear'y '80s, with that periodbeingthe

referred

H^ff
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ThePietasters are from Washington D.C., and havebeen touring with
Bosstones for the last year or so.
Theyplayed a fantastic setof mostly
originalstuff.Theirhornsectioneven
came on with the Bosstones and
|K
playeda swing version of "III
Drink HI
To That," an early Bosstones tune.
ThePielasters aremore traditional
ska, lesspunk, and they soundreally
good. The- lead singer has a great
personality on stage, and a perfect
ska voice,alternatingbetweengrowlBk
ing and crooning.
The opening band, Swinging Ulters, was entertaining,butnot fantastic. They were up there having a
good time, so more power to them,
but Iguess I'm not a huge lanof the H^L
"Johnnyßottengivethecrowdthe finger- ■■■___

B^^^
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The mostrecent resurgence(Third
Wave) ofska is at thehandsofbands
like the Mighty Mighty Bosstones,
Reel Bi^ Fish> The p etasl^ rs Less
Than Jake, and numerous other
bands, too many lo list here. Third
Wave ska is a little morepunk influ"■"^__ enced(likeRancid, madeupof a tew
■jp^^^ membersofOperationIvy,andLess
Than Jake), and sbunds sometimes
like old school ska played faster.
The Bosstones, in fact, startedout
jai
as a punk band, but they soon dis__-BB
coveredhow awesomea horn sec(
li
I "i can be, and the metamorphosis
was afool.
They have been doing this since
the late '70s/early '80s, and they still sound
incredible.The band, fronted by the asbestosthroatedfrontmanDickyBarrett,playeda tight
B^_
set, coveringall their musical bases.
ThC v played several songs off their new
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reallyreallyreallydamnloud-
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screaming vocals. Joe Gittleman (the Bass Fiddleman)and
Joe Sirois (drums) are really solid, laying down a good
groove.
A word must be added about the eighth member of the
band, BenCarr. Heis referred to as the "Bosstone," and he
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can help
Summer classes at Pierce College
100 and200 level college

Pierce College offers fully transferable
inmost majors at a fractionof the
credits to Seattle University$477
or
for 10 to 18 credits. You quickly can
_s47
70
credit
per
cost
enabling
you to finish your degree sooner
classes,
complete needed
to school
return
you
when
or have more time
You don't have to give up your vacation

eight weeks long and a
Summer quarter at Pierce Collegeis only
Summer term begins
are
available.
also
variety of four-week classes
June 20 andclasses start throughout the summer.

Beat the tuition hike

fall, making the affordable
Tuition will increasebeginning in the
value.
extra
College
an
Pierce
summer credit at

Call Pierce College today
Tacoma: (253) 964-6705
Puyallup: (253) 840-8400

enough, theybrought one ofthebest
new skabands, ThePietasters,along
for theride.
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Second Wave.
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album "Let's Face It," including "The Impression That I basically dances on the stage,as well as pitchGet," whichhas been gettingnauseatinglyrepetitiveairplay, ingin a few backing vocals.
but stillrocks, despiteradio's attempt to make itmainstream.
How can you not like a band that counts, as
They alsoplayeda lotofoldstuff, the "earlyclassics"like one of their members, a designateddancer?
"Where'd You Go?," "Hope I
NeverLose My Wallet," and
The 'Tones are getting more popular, and
"HowWhyWas/HowWhyWham." The show had, as they that has its good side and bad.
say, something foreveryone.
Theyareplayinghere morefrequently(twice
Thehornsection (DennisBrockmorton - trombone, backup in thelast 7 months) andthat can onlybe good.

Copy Editor
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thrcechordsandwe'
' redone"schoolof
punk music.Idon t dislikepunk,it's
just that every song sounded the
same, and it wasn'tthat interesting.
One other reason to go see the
Bosstones,as ifdancingyour ass of
weren't enough: How many shows
have you been lo where the lead
singer (Barrett) makes his exit off
the stageby beingpassed onthe crowds'hands
into the lobby, where he stood and talked to
people and shook hands after their set?
Have you everseenEddie Vedder do that? !
think not.
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Tuition hikes, salary cuts, new President, construction,
textbook costs, long lines at the Controller's Office,
financial aid, ASSU elections, car prowls, The CHAPEL,
increase in admissions standards, increase in enrollment
numbers, temporary housing, faculty issues, library
books, campus computing, your e-mail, the radio station,
noisy neigbors in the dorm, parking patrol and more.
Tuition hikes, salary cuts, new President, construction,
textbook costs, long lines at the Controller's Office,
financial aid, ASSU elections, car prowls, The CHAPEL,
increase in admissions standards, increase in enrollment
numbers, temporary housing, faculty issues, library books,
campus computing, your e-mail, the radio station, noisy
neigbors in the dorm, parking patrol and more.
Tuition hikes, salary cuts, new President, construction,
textbook costs, long lines at the Controller's Office,
financial aid, ASSU elections, car prowls, The CHAPEL,
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neigbors in the dorm, parking patrol and more.
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www.seattlou.edu/student/spoc/maln.htm
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Wish list for our
new president
Father StephenSundborg, SJ, the new president ofSeattle
University, is on campus, gearing up for his inauguration
this fall. While he's getting a better sense of the university
and what his job will encompass, there are a few things we'd
like to ask of him.
Sundborg has alluded to the fact that he wants to get the
University Center constructed, to give the students a muchneeded place on campus. We hope he will strive for this,
although we know that funding for the center is scarce.

More than a space for student activities, we want him to
make students his first priority. Yes, construction that has
gone on at SU has brought the university much acclaim, and
that may benefit everyone in the longrun. But what's really
important is not how many new buildings we have dotting
the SU landscape, but the atmosphere around campus and
the quality of education provided here.
Sundborg himself will dictate a lot of the atmosphere at
SU.It would be easy to get lost in the mounds of "behind the
scenes" work that presidents are responsible for, like
fundraising and networking. It would also be easy to get
caught up in being a very visible public figure. But what
—
—
students and for that matter, faculty, staff, and alumni
need is a president whose door is always open, someone
available to do his best for the university.

SU is a complex place, filled with various competing
interests. It will be impossible for Sundborg to make everyone happy all the time. We just ask him to keep in mind the
sometimes serious consequences of those decisions for students, faculty and staff.
So as Sundborg acclimates to the campus and finds his
own way to guide SU through some challenging times to
come (the incorporation of the Law School onto the Seattle
campus, the completion of all the construction plans, a
future in which financial aid seems to be disappearing), we
look to him to be the voice and the advocate for all of us.
Welcome, Fr. Sundborg, and good luck.

The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Teri Anderson,
Megan McCoid and Staci McDaniel. Signed commentaries
and cartoons reflect the opinions of the authors and not
necessarily thoseof The Spectator, that of Seattle University or
its student body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be nomore than 300 words in length and must include signatures, addressesand telephone numbersfor verification during
daytime hours. Thedeadline for letters isTuesday at 3 p.m. All
letters are subject to editing, and become property of the
Spectator.Sendlettersvia campus mailorthe postal service to:
The Spectator, Seattle University, 900 Broadway,Seattle, WA
98122,or sende-mail to spectator-list@seattleu.edu.
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Politicians don't know all
When did we become their subjects?
'

The more Iobserve the current
stateofaffairsin America, themore
disgustedIbecome. It appearsas if
noonewants to thinkfor themselves
anymore.
"Letthe governmentdecide what
we ought todo."

CATHERINELEPIANE
Spectator Columnist
tor Kennedy!"
Then he informed us ofhow he
planned topay for the bill.
According to Kennedy, there
shouldbea42-cent
taxoneachpack
There seems to be this common
slap the 25
would
politicians
are
smarter
of
tobacco.
This
notion that
of
the
who
percent
population
common
that
in
person,
thanthe
and
some way they have more wisdom smokes with having to pay for the
and know-how than we do.This is bill,and, Kennedy continued,"it is
the best deterrent we couldhave to
just plain foolishness.
A few weeks ago,Iwas in Wash- prevent more kids from smoking."
ington,D.C., at a public policy re- Well, if Kennedysays it,then itmust
form conference. During the five- be truth. And to think that Ithought
day conference,I
heardmany differ- wecouldbetterdeter potential smokent speakers, most of whom were ers through education and forcing
either senators or representatives, the tobacco companies tolower the
none of whom impressed me. The amount ofnicotine theyput in their
more they talked, themorelrealized products, or that preventing the tothat they never truly addressed the bacco industry from targeting chilissues. And they certainly never re- dren would have been more effecally had bold solutions to problems tive!
Beingastudent atSeattleUniverfacing us today.
Forexample,SenatorMcCain (R- sity and not a senator, Iguess I'm
Arizona)spoke about campaign fi- wrong.
Kennedythen
nance reform. I
on to say
went
never knew that it
talk
that
alcohol
possible
to
was
thing
one
should
not be
long
so
and
refor
taxed
because
it
the
did not prove to
substantive to say.
is
"Yeah,mybillwill
be as addictive
from the start as
solve the problem.
politicians are cigarettes
are.
And you tell your
Correctmeifl'm
reps to vote for my
NOT sages.
wrong, but 1
bill. We need you
toget thispassed." Blah,blah,blah.
don't think smokers increase their
When he finished,Iwasastonished chancesof getting in a car accident
by the way the room filled with or of being involved in rape as do
guessinall
applause.Four hundredpeople who persons whoaredrunk.I
wisdom,
Kennedy
are supposed to be interested and his
chosetooverreform
these
as
reasons for
policy
legitimate
informed about
damn look
a
taxation.
gave
standing
near
him
ovation.
When Kennedy finished his
Iwas dumbstruck.
however,
speech,
Ted
Iwas very confused about
Kennedy,
Senator
spoke
to
about
how
we
were placing children first
took thecake. He
us
children,
soI
country,
foughtmy way to
care
for
inour
universal health
something which Iobviously sup- a microphone while most of the
port.But goodol"Ted was upon his crowd sat there clapping, mesmersoapbox talkingabouthow weneed ized byKennedy'srhetoric.
toput thechildren first, that they are
The people who asked questions
ourcountry's first priority.I'minthe before I
hadmy turnallpraisedhim,
saying
crowd,saying, "Youtell 'em, Senawhatachampion for thepoor

The
took from

conference

I

that

hehas been(somethingI
don t wish
contend;
to
he has been active for
manyyears in that crusade). Whenit
was my turn, Istood those 20 feet
from him and asked, "Senator
Kennedy, perhaps you can explain
this tome. I'm not clear how weare
putting children first and then making 25 percent of our population
fundhealth care for children.It just
seems to me that this should be a
burden that we all share. My tax
dollars will continue to support the
military and corporate welfare, but
this bill will notlet me pay for
' some-

thing worthwhile. I
justdon tunderhow,
stand
if wearepaying for this
contrived,
backdoor apbill with a
proachrather than makingit apriority in the budget, we are putting
children first?"
Half of the room cheered, while
the other half (Kennedy included)
glared. Then Iadded, "A tax on
cigarettes won' t deterkids.Try educationorattackingthetobaccocompanies, but don't belittle us by believing42 cents will act as asignificant deterrent."
Kennedy stammered, but never
was
really addressedmy concerns.I
left todefend myself against all the
we-don't-want-to-rock-the-boat
policy reformproponents.
took fromthe
Theone thing thatI
areNOT
politicians
conferenceis that
not
holding
am
that allpolisages.I
ticians aremorons or don't do good
work. I
am justcalling intoquestion
why we think they have all the answers.

I
wasactually moredisgusted with
the people at the conference for believing the crap they were told unquestioningly than with the politicians themselves.Eachofushasthe
capacity to deliberate about issues
and come to ourown conclusions.
We do notneed politicians to tell
us how to think, when they don't
seem tobe doing a verygoodjobof
itthemselves!
Catherine LePiane is a junior
philosophy andlitmajor.

Opinion
Politicians, conservatives, all— it's time to help others
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Those with wealth and time need to work at fixing social ills
Now that the Philadelphia volunour presi-

more than half
of people offi-

teer summit is over and

dents, along with Colin Powell,

cially classified

have preached the value of volunteering to the nations masses, the
hope is that the common man will

as volunteers

are people who
work for things
like bake sales
and art associa-

become the uncommonly good

citizen.This hope is admirable, and
it certainly isn't a bad thing to promote volunteerism; however, it's
obvious that people need to help
other people.
When George Bush talked of
I.OOOpointsoflightorwhenClinton
engineered the summit, they were actingas
though pushing for more volunteerism is
their policy to solve the country's problems.
The role of government is to help people
whose problems are entrenched, after the
volunteering is done. Working at a soup
kitchen takes care of one meal for one day;
whatabout theother twomeals andthe other
six days of the week? That's where government has tostep in.Unfortunately,only some
people see things that way.
Mention the words "socialism," "redistribution of income," or "tax hike on the
wealthy," and conservatives howl, defendingthe virtuesofmarketcapitalism and complaining that they shouldn't bepenalized for
making more money than the next guy.Last
summer, in the defining moment of Campaign '96, the Republican-dominated congress passed a welfare "reform" bill that
basicallypulled thecarpet out fromunderthe
poorestof the poor,the people withthe most
entrenchedproblems.
Despite the fact that the Democrats have
lost their soul and moved right of center
underPresidentClinton (whosigned the welfarebill intolaw),itstill remains thatconservatives and Republicans representawealthy
class that refuses to let go of its money and
doesn't want to be told what to do with it.
Bob Dolekept on saying that, as a result of
his 15 percent tax cut plan, people would
keep more money in their paychecks and
give less to the government. "It's your
money," Dole wouldsay, emphasizing that
Republicans trusted the American people
with their money.
In the April 21 U.S.News, the magazine's
cover story on volunteerism showed that

tions,things that

fail to addresses
social ills like
poverty or edu-

Matt zemek
cation. Less
Sports Editor
than 20 percent
of all volunteers were tutors. It stands that

the fact that conservatismis the politics of
choice for most American voters.
Thus, it's time forour politicians and our
wealthyclasses,but conservativesinparticular, to start sacrificing and acting like they
care about the poor, the forgotten people of
Americanpolitics. Thewordsof Clintonare
nice,but when his policies worsenproblems
formany struggling people, those wordsbecomeangering in their hypocrisy. The "help
yourself sentiments ofRepublicansare nice,
but when people fall through the cracks
through no fault of their own, those words
showhow out oftouchRepublicans are.The
commonman volunteeringis a nice thought,
but isn't it the responsibility of those who

are not devotingtheir resourcesto things that
really count. The one strength of the Philadelphia summit is that it encouragedpeople
to volunteer for important causes.
Other than that, though, the overall landscape isn't good. The wealthy,particularly
principledconservativesand theRepublican

have more to give back

to those who have

little?

What is a Utopian society? Last time I

checked,aperfectsocietyexists when every-

body has enough to live a decent life. Citizens,aspeopleofa largercommunity,should
therefore have thebest interests oftheirsociety in mind.It'stime for those in the political
and corporatearenas of ourcountry,particularly free-market conservatives, to be common citizens themselves. Maybe then they
can tell us commoners how much weshould
volunteer.

JuniorMattZemek isSports Editorof the
Spectator andacommunication major.

Party, continue to talk and act like people
whocouldn't careless about the poor.Policies like the welfare bill come from the
stereotypewhichsays thatthe poor are poor
because they don't help themselves.
Clinton,the organizer of the Philadelphia
summit, is just as guilty because he signed
the welfare bill intolawand signedaway the
soul of the Democratic Party. The gap between the richest and the poorest in this
country, which mushroomed under Reagan
and Bush, is continuing to widen under

Clinton.
Last Thursday,it was announced that the
economy is growing more quickly than in
recent years, spurring hopes that our deficit
can be reduced. The stockmarket, despite a
dropoff,is still inthe 7000's.But these things
meannothingforthepoorandthose whoface

deep-setproblems.

Ourpoliticians, wrappedup in a battle for
thatcovetedright-of-centerposition,cater to
a richsuburban elitethatcriesout against tax
cuts, is reluctant to sacrifice and volunteers
by working at art associations instead of
inner-cityclassrooms. Thefact thatRepublicans held onto the House for the first time
since 1928 with a very conservative Senate
and a centrist Democraticpresident reflects

Mother makes the best role model
After readingSaraEvan's "Personal Politics" for our Politics of
Gender class, my class and Iwere
discussing the role models available to the women of the secondwavefeminist movement.We were
able tocome up withexamples from
their peers, the original suffragettes,olderfeminists, andso on,but
we students missed those female
role models who were probably
most influential to these pioneering
spirits theirmothers.
With Mother's Day fast approaching, I've been mullingover
that idea in my mind. When Dr.
Anthony first suggestedit in class,
I
almostfeltlikeit was somekind of
sneak attack, like "mom" was too
inobvious to expect any of us to
concome up with. But themore I
sider the impact my mom has had
on my life,the more Irealize just
how vital thatmother-daughter relationshipis todevelopingnot only
feminist ideals, but a very basic

—

grandma and one of my aunts as
children,rather thanbeingdumped
into a daycare while she struggled
from being a medicalreceptionist
to becoming the office manager of
apediatric clinic.
Mom was a lot more than that,

ners in theirmarriageand,like any
good business people would, they
work very hard to see their investment flourish. What's more,Mom
and Dad share household duties
(althoughI'lladmit she winds up

however.She didn'thave an easy
childhoodand, as theoldestofeight
kids, had done her fair share of
childrearinglongbeforeshegraduated from high school. When she
and Dad met, she wasn't terribly
assertiveandmight haveevenbeen
considered alittle shy. As Igrew

cuss plans and decisions witheach

STACIMCDANIEL
Opinion Editor
senseof self-worth andpurposiveness.
TheexampleMomhasset forme up,Ihad the privilege of watching
is one I'm glad to have grown up her evolve into a self-possessed,
with. She didn't marry right out of ambitious,and confident woman.
The relationship between my
high school, like many women in
hergenerationdid,and sheand my parents is also something thatI've
dad waited several years before beenblessed to witness. Theirlove
havingchildren. Mom wasa work- foreachotheris tremendous,somehope tohaveinamarriageof
ing mother,although my sister and thingI
Iwere oldenough to be homealone my own someday. Iknow that
before she beganworkingfull-time. they've had some minor differWe were looked after by my ences, but theyare very much part-

withmore than the rest of us), disother, and have always told my
sisterand methat wecouldachieve
anything we wantedto.

Obviously their relationship and
muchof the securityIfelt growing
upis due tobothof my parents, not
just my mother. But her positive
influenceonme is something I
can
see in many aspects of my life.
In leadership positions in both
high school and college, Iconsciously modeled myself after her
managerial style.When thingsseem
insurmountable, Iremember all
those obstacles she overcame in
order tobe the womansheis today.
Igrewup certain I
had the right to
an equal partnership in marriage

and a right to have my own life,
separatefrommy husband's or my
children's lives.I
knew I
could be
competentand worthwhile without

someone else's validation. And I

know that Icould call her up this
veryminuteandhave alongtalk, if
that's whatIneed,or that if Iwere
in trouble, nothing could keepher

away.
I'm proud of my mother, and
excited to see if Ican meet the
challenge shehaslaidbefore me by
living the way she has.
So now, when Ithink about that
class discussion,I'm nolonger surprised thatDr. Anthonybrought up
themothers of feminists.I'm justa
littledisgusted with myself for not
thinking of it before she said anything.

Staci McDaniel is the Opinion
Editor of the Spectator. She is
alsoa juniormajoring inpolitical
science.
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Men's tennis team on
the fence for berth to
national tournament
Third-place finish at regionals fails to
secure automatic bid, puts Chieftains'
postseason hopes in jeopardy
Jason

MATT ZEMEK SportsEditor

Tough, Atlanta!
With the NHL and NBA playoffs just underway, the nexttwo
months willbe tilled withscores ofpostseasongames.This hoop and
hockey fest raises aninteresting question, though:Of the four major
team sports, whichprofessional titleis the hardest to win?
Thebest argument that couldbemade forbasketballis this:since
the early 1980s, teams have had to gradually establish themselves
before winning achampionship.In1984, theBostonCeltics beat the
worldchampionPhiladelphia 76ersin the easternconference finals
on their way to the title.TheCelts ruled the east until 1988, when the
Detroit Pistons, who lost to the Celts in '87, beat Boston for the
eastern crown before winning it all in 1989 and 1990. Then, the
Chicagoßulls, wholost toDetroit inthe1990 east finals,beatDetroit
in 1991 for the east title on their way to threestraight world titles.
Thepattern isobvious:inthe NBA,youhave to loseinthe playoffs
to the defendingchampion before youcan go to the nextlevel.
However, only six different teams have won world titles since
1980: theLakers ,the Bulls ,the Celtics ,the Pistons, theRockets ,
and the 76ers. That's 17 titles amongjust six teams.In other words,
acoregroup of teamshas averagedabout threechampionships inthe
last two decades of the league.Ifit's easy to hold onto the titlefor a
few years,your sport can't make the cut.
On to football. Yeah,it'saviolent sport,and theregular seasonis
punishing,but theNational Conference has hadalockon the Super
Bowl,winning thelast 13 contestsby about20 points.Similar to the
NBA, a small group of teams dominates in the NFL, allowing for
littlebalance.Pick thePackers,49ersor Cowboys to winnext year's
Super Bowl,and-you'reprobably covered the potentialchampions.
Hockey'sregular season and postseasonare just as long as the
NBAs.But the NHL's playoffs aremuch tougher than the NBA's
postseason, where home teams thrive. In the NHL, home teams
barely breakeveninplayoffcompetition. When youbang aroundin
the corners trying to dig out a puck, it's hard for the crowd or the
environment in the arena tomake a difference.
Infive of the last six years, a team seeded fourth or lower in a
conference has reachedhockey's StanleyCup Finals.In the NBA,
only one teamseeded fourthor lower, the1995HoustonRockets,has
made the finals. Hockey has good credentials.
Now, wecome to baseball.The Atlanta Braves, with their awesome pitching, have dominated the majors in the 19905. Five Cy
Young winners.Four pennants.But they'ye wonjustoneworldtitle!
Yes, theBraveshaverepeatedlyshown justhow goodtheyareover
baseball's marathon 162-game season. But, when they've gotten to
the playoffs, they've been stung. Goodas they are, theBraves have
not forgeda dynasty. Baseball has denied them.
Since 1980, baseball has crowned 13 different World Series
champions. TheBraves haven't gotten the firmgrip on their sport
that theBulls andCowboys havein the '90s.
As a result, baseball andhockey make the first cut.Both sports
have balance,a variety of champions, anda tough postseason.
Thedifference makeris thatregular seasonhockey is aninherently
different game from postseasonhockey, whichis muchmore physical. Last year, the Detroit Red Wings coasted to the NHL's best
record with a finesse game of artistic passing. In the playoffs,
however, the physical Colorado Avalanche, who finished about 20
points behind the Wings, rolledpast Detroit to theStanley Cup title.
In baseball, however, the game stays the same from April to
October. The winning formula in baseball will always be strong,
deeppitching and timely hitting. Sincebaseball teams have toprove
themselves over a 162-game season, baseball's regular season is a
truer, tougher test of a champion's mettle. The fact that baseball has
half as many playoff teams as hockey only strengthens its claim.
Baseballis the gameplayed on lazy summer evenings,but it's the
hardest sport to win. The folks inAtlanta will not disagree.

lichtenberger

StaffReporter
The Seattle University men's
tennis team finished in third place
at

6-0 to take fifth place.

to formSU's numberone doubles
team. They finished third overall
in the regional tournament, once

doubles team of Berninger and

again pestered by HPU.

Blumhoff captured fourth place

The Chieftains' number

"We played well at regionals.

after losing to their counterparts
from Lewis and Clark State College.
Fifth-seeded RyanTuininga also
suffered an early defeat. Like
Blumhoff, he came back strong to

the NAIA

Far West RegionalTournament, putting
their hopes of

reaching the
national
tournament in
limho.

Although
the two top
teams,

Do-

minican College (who won
the tournament) and Hawaii Pacific

two

We played we11... In the
end we just couldn't
quite overcome (Hawaii
Pacific andDominican
College).

The number six seed, Nathan
Wannarashue, followedTuininga's

Jesse Walter, on the
Chieftains' performance

path. He lost early on. but also
fought his wayback intothe tournament. He finished fourth after los-

reach the third place match,but he
had to settle for fourth place after
losing 2-6, 1-6 to aplayer fromthe
International University of San

Diego .

ing to DC in the final round.

in the tournament

University
(second place), earned the only
automatic berths to the nationals,
SU stillhasa chanceofreceivinga
wild card invitation. The Chieftains should find out early next
week whetherornot theyv/'t ■
receive the wild card
berth.
Prior to the regional
tournament, SU was
ranked number 17 in the
nation with a 10-5 record.
A few of those losses were

Tuiningaand Wannarashuecaptured thirdplace indoublesplayby
defeatingInternational University
in the final round.
"Things could have gone better,
but weplayedreally wellall sea-

Everyone piayed hard," Walter
said. "In the end we just couldn't
quiteovercome some teams."

'

son," said Joel Punzal,

SU's seventh-seeded
player. "The team
reallybonded and
there was a lot of

the hands of some of the
toughest teams in thenation.
The Chieftains' top three
seeds advanced to the finals
of the tournament at Dominican College in San
Rafael, Calif., last
weekend.
at

Jesse Waltereasily advanced to

the finals but fell
3-6, 3-6 to a freshman fromHPU.

Walter did not knowmuch about
the freshman heading into the
match, but complimentedhim afterward.
"He was a greatplayer, thebest
I've playedall year," Walter said.
"I playedas well as Icould, but I
just couldn'tdomuch againsthim.
He was amazing."
Jeff Scott, the number two seed
pulled out a pulse-pounding 7-6.
3-6, 7-5 victory to advance to the
finals. But in the championship
match, he did not have the same
good fortune.
"I was not too disappointed, because Iplayedbelterthisyearthan
Ieverhave," Scott said.
Just like Walter, he fell 3-6. 3-6
to his HPU opponent.
Walter and Scottalso paired up

Third-seeded Erik
Berninger cruised into his
championship match, but had to
face another memberof the HPU
juggernaut in
the fi- I^^^^^^^^^^
nals.He

fell 2-6,
1-6, as
HPU
contin-

ued

to

domi-

the
Chieftains.
nate

Blumhoff

'.

camaraderie,which
was greatbeing that
this was my first year
on the team."
The Chieftains knew
they would have a tough
challengeaheadofthemthis year.
They suffered a huge blow when
last year's number one and three
seeds didnotreturn to the team.
"Everyone on the team played
reallywell,"Scott said. "We lost a
lotofdepth from lastyear, and that
hurt us in the long run."
"On the last day, we were just
overmatched," Walter said.
Aftergoing to nationalslast year,
Scott saidhe will

/ was not too
disappointed,
played
because I
better this year
than I
ever have.

Jeff Scott, on his
effort

SU s
numberfour seed, lost earlyin the
tournament. After bouncing back
trom that defeat, he dominatedan
Albertson'sCollene opponent6-2,

feel some disappointment if the
Chieftains do not
return this year.

However, he is
very optimistic

for

next year,
when the Chief-

tains will nothave
to participate in

the Far West Regional Tourna-

They willcom-

pete in the NorthwestRegion,and.
as Scott noted, the only two teams

who finished in front of SU this
year wereteams fromthe top-heavy
Far West region.
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Mandy Matzke

What makes being a college athlete
special?
Thecompetition is ata muchhigher level
thaninhigh school. Allof yourcompetitors
workand practicejustashardas youdo,and
allof the mentally weakerpeoplehave been
weeded out. Everyone on the team knows
his or her duty and doesn't stop until it is
achieved.
Whatmakes rowingchallenging?
Not submitting to the mental temptation
of giving up while balancing crew, school
and a social life all at once.
Real athletes row, all others just play

What makes being a college athlete special?
For one,Ilike the travel and the comradery
that is built with other teammates. Ilike
representing the school;it's fun to represent
Seattle University. It also adds a physical
dimensionto school. It givesyou abalanced
exercise of body and mind.
Whatmakes tennis challenging?
Likemost sports tennisis extremelymental,

but evenmore so;it's alot like a chess match.
It requires a lot of mental toughness. Tennis
alsorequiresalotofhardpractice startingatan
earlyage. It is not like some sports whereif
you are a certain size and speed you can
instantly becomeagoodplayer.Ithassome to
do with that,but it is mostly how intelligent
you are out there.
Whatis yourmost memorable orunforgettableexperiencein athletics?
Going tonationals last year wasanamazing
seen alevelof
experience.Neverbefore haveI
competition that highother than ontelevision.
Tobe successful against that kindof competition is something that you willnever forget.
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Editor

TYLER KUHL MEN'S CREW
Year:Freshman
Major: Mechanical Engineering

JEFFSCOTT MEN'STENNIS
Year:Junior
Major:Philosophy

What makes being a college athlete special?
Being part of a team. Being a part of any team is
special, but in college your teammates become your
second family. Ilove these girls.
What makes Softball challenging?
Somepeople think softball and envision old, out of
shape men in their forties chewing Copenhagen and
hitting loopy pitches with a 12 foot arc. They think,
"Anyone can play softball." Women's fastpitch is a
completely different ballgame. It is intense and the
pressure is amazing. You should try standing 40 feet
away from a pitcher whois throwing65miles per hour.
What is your most memorableor unforgettable
experience inathletics?
Holly Miller (SU's centerfielder)and I
go way back.
We played little league together throughout our child—
hood. We had lots of good times together one time
when went to the state tournament she was sonervous
that she got theruns and couldn't even play! We used
to record pre-game shows onto blank tapes the night
before the game, andIused tosic mydog on herwhen
we got in fights. Anyway,my point is that my most
memorable moment is when Ifound out —that Iwould
finally get to play with her again at SU she's the

/ Assistant Photo

-

-

HEIDISWIFT SOFTBALL
Year:Sophomore
Major:Sociology/Philosophy

greatest.

Mandy Matzke / Assistant Photo Eoitoh

games.

What could be done to improve the
quality of rowingandgivethe sportmore
publicity?

Publicizing our regattas, getting more
people out there watching the races, and
being involved in the team. Everyone that
comes out to watch us makes our team
stronger.

Net Results
SU match summary
NAIA Far West RegionalTournament
San Rafael,California
Thursday,May 1through Saturday,May 3
Team finish: third

1997 team record: 10-6
Second-place finishers
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We're looking for a 1997-98On-line
Editor.
Requirements:Rockin* computer
knowledge,
htmlknow-how and willlingness to
party on with
TheSpectator Staff!

.

Singles
Jesse Walter (lost 3-6, 3-6 in championship match)
JeffScott (lost 3-6, 3-6 inchampionship match)
Erik Bcrninger (lost 2-6, 1-6 in championship match)

Third-place finishers
Doubles

Walter/Scott

|
|

RyanTuininga and Nathan Wannarashuc

Fourth-place finishers
Singles

'

Interested???? Don't

Tuininga
Wannarashue

Doubles
delay. Rush and call Teri at 296-6476!

J

Bcrninger and Scan Blumhoff

Other finishers, Singles
Scan Blumhoff, fifth
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/ love him
so wuth. Iwonder
/ if he's going to pop the fHHK
I big question before we J9hß|
op home for the
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INTRAMURAL
SCOREBOARD

SOFTBALL
Games ofSaturday,May 3and
Sunday, May 4
Men's League
Upper Division
Birdcage 9,Kuka IRA 0
Da Hui 9,
SamoanHead Hunters 0
Team Savvy 13,
Ernie & Sally II10

%summer\ Sigh-j

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Games of Thursday,May 1
Whoopin' defeated
.Grass
ThreeMen and a Virgin,
2 sets to 1.

Costa Azul defeated
Master's Cheeky Move,
2 sets to 1

.

s^

'

First-place team: Grass
Whoopin' at 3-0.

First-place team:Birdcage, Da
Huiand Team Savvy are all 4-1

.

Lower Division
Heaven's Gate 10,
Chop Suey II9
Sweaty Knutes 17, BTR 6
Chop Suey II 15, BTR 3
Heaven's Gate 8,

Iwonder if

\,

/ Shurgard still has \
/ some space left on that \

NBA PLAYOFF
SCHEDULE

-—

fv )of 3 deal for storing /
<? your stuff during the /

Sonics-Rockets series
Weeknight games onChannel 11and TNT;
weekend games onChannel 5.

Sweaty Knutes 7
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summer?
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3:Friday at Seattle,

First-place team:Heaven'sGate
at 4-1.

Coed League
Upper Division
Scrubs 16,
Nothing Soft About Us 0

C~~^\
V_y

/-^\ 4 months for the price

Game
7:40 p.m. tip-off
Game 4: Sunday at Seattle,
12:10 p.m. tip
Game 5: Tuesday at Houston,
tip to be announced
(probable tip time: 6:40 p.m.)
Game 6: Thursday, 5/15 at

o

V-^

°

mmmm

Seattle, TBA

LowerDivision
Phlegm9,
EnjoyNoncompetitive Softball 0

SOCCER
Games of Saturday,May 3and
Sunday,May 4

(probable tip time:6:10 p.m.)
Game 7: Saturday,5/17 at
Houston, either 10:10 a.m. or
12:40p.m.

Men's League

NOTE: If the Sonics win the
series against Houston,game
1 of the Western Conference
Finals will be on one ofthese

BallsOut 4,
Mostly Short-Haired Men2

Saturday,May 17

Decrepit & Limping 2,
Skin Brothers 1

Monday,May 19

two days:
at

12:40 p.m.

at 6:10 p.m.

First-place team:Balls Out and
Decrepit&Limping areboth 3-1

.

Coed League
Upper Division
At Ease 1,Killer Rice Cakes 0
Substance Abuse AllStars 1,
Killer Rice Cakes 0
NWO 6, At Ease 0
Substance Abuse All Stars 3,
At Ease 1
NWO 4, Killer Rice Cakes 2
First-place team:NWO at 4-0.

Lower Division
Where It'sAt defeated
Scandalous Tricks by forfeit.
FLOOR HOCKEY
Games of Monday,May 5
Outlanders 4.7th Heaven 3
RollingDeep 1 1, 7thHeaven 2
Can't Touch This 13,
RollingDeep4
First-place team: Can't Touch
This and RollingDeep are both
5-1.

This weekend'sTV schedule
All gamesonChannel 5
Saturday,May 10

Chicago at Atlanta,game 3,
10:10 a.m.
Utah at L.A. Lakers, game 4,
12:40p.m.
Sunday, May 11
Miami at New York,game 3,
9:40 a.m.
Houston at Seattle, game 4,
12:10 p.m.
Chicago at Atlanta,game 4,
2:40 p.m.

CREW TEAMNOTES

.

TheSeattle University men's
and women's crew teams will
be competing this weekendin
the U.S Northwest Collegiate
Open Championships.the
regional tournament forboth
Chieftain teams. The
meet will be held on Saturday
and Sunday in Vancouver,
Wash.

To her:We haven't a clue. To him: Yes, there's tons of storage
space left at Shurgard To Go. That's where we drop off a
container at your place, you pack it, then we come and pick it up.
There. Now one of life's reallybig questions is answered.

STORAGE

MflP»

For Shurgard To Go, call 1-800-SHURGARD.

http://www.Shurgard.com

Pi Delta, theCriminal Justice
Honor Society, will be holding
meetings every second Tiies of
each month at 7:30 a.m. in the
Bellarmine Cafe. Non-members
are welcome!
Contact Jenny Sommers if you
have any questions.

Off-Campus Bible Study
Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian, located on Bth
and Madison, 4th floor. Find
encouragement for your soul.
624 0644

CHILD CARE
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chnd care for
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understandEnglish.
329-1383.

Nanny Position
25 30 after-school-onented
hours Per week to assist Wlth
6-year-old triplet boys. 50%
er
chM care ~*®^°
domestic chores. Madison
Park area. Non-smoking.
References. Fax resume to
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322-4019.

/

Golf Reservation Operator
Take golf reservations. Enter
info, in computer. Shift: 7
days/wk begining at 3:30
a.m., closing at 7:00 p.m.
Windows, good phone and
customer service skills. Type
35 wpm. Ballard. (206) 7811510.

THE SPECTATOR is
looking for a New 1997-98
Editor-in-Chief. Interested?Need Cash?Want
a ?C!l11
tOPUl U y
ri, 2
7o

MLX AmeriCorps*VlSTA
has 10 FT positions in Seattle
area. Work with communtiy
agencies to support families,
prevent homelessness,provide
employment/ESL support to
low income people. Reg:
flexibility, motivation,com-

munication/organization skills
& ability to work w/diverse
populations. Stipend of $695/
_
uu
/
o
&
mo, med/childcare/vacahon
54725 scKCarsh.p after
complet.on of 1 year contract.
Call 548-8334 application.
Coses 5/16/97. AA/EEO

,
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Wanted
Responsible, outgoing,
friend J co ° studem, to
§ lye out free chargeable
phone cards. Income is
percentage of amount
charged on cards. Information: Jackie at 233-2953 or
672-1987
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Ballet exclusively
Adults exclusively
The Ballet Studio, very
beginning through advanced
and ballet exercise. University
district. 329-9166

MUSIC 4 WEDDINGS/
RECEPTIONS
Harpsichord. Organ. Piano
(206) 455-9303
Stefani Zuchetto Pfaff

*
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900Fairview North, Seattle
206-622-4060
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YES!!!! IWANT TO RUN A CLASSIFIED AD WITH
THE SPECTATOR!

COST IS $2 per line for business opportunities, $1 per line for SU students and staff. One line equals 27 letters and spaces.
Sorry, but no personals. All Classifieds must be submitted by Tuesday at 3 p.m. for the Thursday edition. Pre-pay, please.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
PHONENUMBER:
My classfied as should appear under the
My adshould read:

STATE/ ZIPCODE:

heading. It should run in the

issue(s).

Send forms to: THE SPECTATOR, 900BROADWAY,SEATTLE, WA 98122. ATTN: MEREDITH or call 296-6474

**

Representative Elections are Beginning!
Don't miss the following important dates!

1.

JLn^C^X \-f t-^

Meet the Representatives Night is tonight, from 8 to 10p.m.in
the Bellarmine1891room.

Everyone running for Constituency Representative positions
must attend the mandatory meeting on Monday,May 12 at
7:30 p.m.in SUB 205.

_

Campaigningbegins on Wednesday, May 14.
■Imi 1 1 11 1 1 m111in1111 1
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For the Record...
Thanks to Tara Rlley,
Meyer,
Mikael
Lisa
Sambataro and other special guests for performing
at Acoustical Night on
Monday.
Thank you to all who

HEy <^> FRAGMENTSISONDISPLAY! ssa-ss
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latlons to Michelle Slate and
Ali Klselis for having their
designs selected for the TShirts.
Anyone who has received postcards from
ASSU may redeem them

aiaagar

Scholarship Opportunity
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It* RCOME SEE WORKSFROMFRAGMENTS1997 ,-ww^y*,
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Kinsey Gallery
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI, the Professional Business Fraternity is off ereing two $750 scholarships for SU business majors. Applica-IIIIW „ First floor ofthe Casey Building
tions with more information are available at
urin
M-F,
10 a.m. to noon, and 1-4 p.m.
-*
lllflf
c."*ta
hUiuff Galleryy Hours:
floor reception area. Deadline
the ASBE
3rdi«
is Friday, May 23, 1997 so apply today!
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Looking for something to do? Don't miss the boat!
The annual spring cruise is about to set sail on Friday,
May 9 from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. You can dance, snack on
great food, and see the amazing Seattle skyline at night.
Tickets go on sale at the CAC, ISC and Columbia Street
Cafe. Cost is $12 each for a group Of
6or more, $13 each for a couple, or
sfks&SLj
$15 for a single ticket. Questions?
jjfjj^^^
call 296-6062. presented by ISA,
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Brought to you by APISO
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Tuesday "Bontoc Eulogy," presented by filmmaker
May13 Marlon Fuentes. Learn about the Filipino experi6:00p.m. ence at the 1904World's Fair in St. Louis... find
Pigott Auditorium out what has been left out in your history books.

irm

ISC, AIR.
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Increase your cultural awareness!

Presidents Club Social iS On May 15!

Wednesday "Survivors of the Japanese Internment Camps."
May 14 Come listen to Japanese American citizens speak
noon to Ip.m of their experiences in America during World
Pigott 102 War 11.

Come celebrate the end of the year
May 14
with new and old Presidents on May
6:Pnt Slides of Vietnam
15 from
on the
4:30,to 6:30
*/
vi r A
" p.m.
_.
*> e*\
Schafer Auditorium
Lynn Lawn and receive $50
for your All events are
free. Everyone is welcome to attend.
club! (rainsite: Casey Commons)
provided.
j?

Snacks will be

Quadstock is almost here! I ssSSSL
,

Come see the noon-tune shows
in the Loiver Chieftain the
week ofMay 12 counting
Amnvt
yuaastocic.
down tn
to DiindQtnrkf

MOMlait

Scott Montgomery
11:30 to 12:30 p.m.

Tuesday
Micheal O'Neill
i?- in to l-30 P
o m

°

Wednesday
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Thursday

11-.30 to 12:30 p.m.
6 C
D 1 1
l2 30 to l30 p m

m

. and. .dance

.

Take part in the games, music, and fun
Zne niSni away"
of Quadstock 1997 on May 17
p.m.
from
a m to
"Oin US On ne Senior COllSe
jn the Quad (rainsite: campion Ballroom).
May 23from Bp.m. to midnight.
h»y:
performances
Musical
The boat leaves from Argosy
Cruises at Pier 55.
jnnifEEPEPQ
£UUKfcfcrtH&
Tickets are available in the
the new blues brothefis
Alumni Affairs Office for $10 for
seniors, $12 pre-sale for allothers and $1 5 at the dock.
of Bass
L° rd f word *»*
ReQ caricatures prOvided
and a contract photographer
PaDerboVS
dri kS
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THE °GOODS

00®S
MiO^T

LETS GO

"

BOWUNc"

Pretty Fish Charmer

jjr

and Susan Palmer
TICKETS ARE OH SALE FRIDAY,MAY 9, AT THE CAC.
Some beverages may require I.D.

This event is brought t0 you by the

SeniorClasscommitteo.

Page prepared by the ASSU office. This page isfor registered clubs andorganizations to advertise information about
their events. For information, contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.

